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1.0.0. INTRODUCTION 
Hindi is the official language of India and a predominant language in the so-called Hindi belt, 

i.e. the states and territories of Himachal Pradesh, Delhi, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, 

Bihar, Uttaranchal, Jharkhand, Rajasthan and Chattisgarh. 

Outside these areas, Hindi is widely spoken in cities such as Mumbai, Hyderabad or Kolkatta as well. 

Furthermore, according to the 1998 survey it is the second most spoken language in the world, with 

333 million native speakers, i.e. 40 % of the Indian population. 1 Besides, Hindi is used by another 300 

million lndians as their second language and by another 8 million speakers outside of India. Thus this 

number includes both the countries where Hindi is the common second language, such as Mauritius, 

Fiji, Trinidad, Guyana or Surinam and the countries, where Hindi is the first language of large Indian 

communities settled all over the world, such as South Africa, Yemen, Uganda, Northern America, 

Great Britain, Australia, Germany etc. 

Concerning the linguistic point of view, Hindi belongs to a vast family of lndo-European 

languages, particularly to its lndo-Aryan branch. lt is a descendent of Sanskrit, the earliest speech of 

the Aryan conquerors who settled in the north-west frontiers of India around 2000 BC. 

The history of Sanskrit dates more than three thousands years back to the hymns of Rigveda, 

composed in Vedic Sanskrit. lf, on one hand, Sanskrit was codified and served as the language of 

literature, high ritual and was used mainly passively, then Prakrits ("natural") were used as media of 

conversation. Subsequently arount the 1 01h century AD Hindi and other Indian languages such as 

Panjabi, BengaiT, Marathi, etc. developed from these later Prakrits, called Apabhramsa. 

1.1.0. Historical division and the development of Hindi 

From the historical and chronological point of view, it is very difficult to estimate the 

periodization of the Hindi language. There are two main reasons. Firstly, the boundaries of these 

periods are somewhat hazy and not strictly chronological. Secondly and most importantly, the 

literature was written in various dialects, that are nowadays, all dialects of Hindi. Furthermore, the 

language called Hindi was until very recently only an artificial public style of what most linguists call 

Hindustanf.2 Nevertheless, for a transparent overview and clearness, I will use a simple division, that 

divides Hindi into three phases, i.e. 1) Old Hindi (1000-1200 AD) 

2) Medieval Hindi (1200-1800 AD) 

3) Modern Hindi (after 1800 AD) 

1 http://www2.ignatus.edu/faculty/turner/languages.htm 

2 Singh, R. ( 1998), Linguistic Theory, Language contact, and Modem Hindustani,!The three sides of a Linguistic Story/, 

Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers, New Delhi, page 1. 
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1.1.1. Old Hindi 

The beginning of Old HindT is not clear since it is intermixed with Apabhramša and other 

dialects. Nevertheless after 1000 AD various dialects started to be used in Northern India ,i.e. Braj, 

AvadhTand Maithi/f (all of them represent dialects of HindT nowadays3) From the other dialects it was 

particularly KharT Bo/T(KhB), a language of the Delhi-Meerut region, also called Dehlav~ that was 

established as a lingua franca between the natives of the area and the Arabs, Afghans, Persians and 

Turks. 

1.1.2. Medieval Hindi 

The beginning of the medieval period, especially the 12th and the 13th century is a transitional 

period not only concerning the linguistic point of view. lt is the time of the Turkish Muslims invasions, 

the time of chaos and destruction, when traditional hinduistic structures were disrupted. 

Unlike the old period, where the language was similar to Apabhramsa, we can see some characteristic 

features of modern HindT that developed during this middle period. 

Since the KhB dialect was hardly cultivated as a written language, the language of literature 

was at the western extreme medieval RajasthanT and on the other end Avadhi. The prime style of 

literary HindT from the late 15th century onwards was, however, based on the Western HindT dialect of 

Braj bha~a. The development of braj was encouraged not only by the sacred association with Krishna, 

but also by the location of the Mughal capital Agra in the Braj area. However, what is interesting from 

the linguistic point of view is that until the 19th century it was in fact braj and not KhB which was meant 

by the designation HindT in the perception of most Hindus. 

Another phase and a very influential input for the HindT language was the beginning of the 161h 

century, when Persian was established as the lingua franca in Northern India under the Mughal 

power. Some of the Moghul family members were great patrons of poetry and music. Naturally, a 

HindustanT poetry developed during this time. lt was based on the Khb dialect, using many words of 

Arabic and Persian origin and written in Perso-Arabic script. This language called UrdO later replaced 

Persian as the language of the Moghul court. Thus, two languages, i.e. HindT and UrdO, with different 

writings developed - yet the two languages were actually the same when spoken except for their 

higher vocabularies. 

3 Since the area of North India and the HindT speaking popualtion is very large, it is practically divided into two parts, i.e. 

western and eatsern. These two areas are further divided into various dialects. 

1 )Western Area: a) PascimT HindT and its dialect: Kha.rT BoiT, HariyanT, Braj, BundeiT and KannaujT 

b) RajasthanT HindT and its dialects: Marva.rT. JaypurT, MevatT and MalvT 

c) Paha.rT HindT and its dialects: Ga.rhvaiT and KumaunT 

2) Eastern Area: a) POrvT HindT and its dialects: AvadhT, BagheiT and ChattTsga.rhT 

b) Bi harl HindT and its dialects: BhojpurT, magahT and MaithiiT 
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Towards the end of the 16th century, there were also other linguistic influences in the shape of 

the European sea powers, particularly Portuguese whose language was used as a communicative 

language between local people and the traders. Lastly, in the beginning of the 17th century it was the 

British and their language that contributed to a great extent to the HindT lexical stock. 

1.1.3. Modern HindT 

ln the early 1800"s(NOTE), the British chase the Kha~T BalT, i.e. HindustanT lingua franca as 

their medium for administration and sponsored the composition of hindustam prase texts in both the 

nastaliq and devanagarl scripts. The HindT variant of KhB before seldom written, now began to emerge 

as a literary language. Therefore we can say that modern HindT and its literary tradition evolved 

towards the end of the 18th century when Fort William College was established in Calcutta by the 

British East India Company. Many Indian scholars, who worked there were in charge of writing works 

in new Indian languages. Furthemore, in the second half of the 19 century, the efforts to promote Hindi 

started among the lndians of non-muslim origin. Subsequently various societies, such as NagarT 

PracarinT Sabhá in Benaras (1893), were established in order to improve and edify HindT (taking 

advantage of Sanskrit), its grammar and lexicon. The aim of these societies (and the beginning of 

Sanskritised HindT as well) was to create a counterbalance and a unifying language against the 

language of Indian muslims, UrdO. Later on, in the 19th and 20th century Hindi became the national 

symbol in the fight against the British colonial rule. Many Indian leaders (including M.K.Gandhi), 

revolutionaries, poets and reformists resorted to Hindi to propagate their ideology. 

HindustanT officially disappeared after 1947, the year of lndia"s independence. HindT became 

the offiial language of India (with English as an associate language) and the symbol of Hindu identity 

as opposed to UrdO that became the official language of Pakistan and the symbol of muslim identiy. 

Being a paradox, both of these languages, as we have seen, emerged from the same dialect, i.e. KhB, 

thus have the same origin. The main differences between the two are that HindT is written in 

devanagarl script and draws its lexicon with words from Sanskrit, while UrdO is written in nastaliq 

script, a variant of the Perso-Arabic script, and draws heavily on Persian and Arabic vocabulary. 4 

However, since the independence the formal register of both HindT and UrdO have become 

increasingly divergent in their vocabulary, i.e. standard UrdO uses Perso-Arabic vocabulary, while 

standard HindT uses Sanskrit vocabulary. This naturally results in the official languages, i.e. their 

formal vocabulary being heavily Sanskritized or Persianized, and nearly uninteligible to speakers 

educated in the other standard. 

4 Other than these, linguists consider Hindf and UrdO to be the same languages. 
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1.2.0. Two standard forms of Hindi 

Except for a large group of geographical and social dialects, Hindi has two standard forms, i.e. 

the literary form called suddh bha$a (clean language), and the colloquial form called calit bha$a 

(common language), also referred to as Hindustani. 

The latter form is based on the dialect of Khari BoiT, which developed from Prakrit languages 

sometimes between the 8th and 13th century and was used as a lingua franca of the Delhi-Meerut 

region.5 As a matter of fact, it is the same as Urdu, just using devanagarl script. Thus, this form utilizes 

a more extensive Persian and Arabic vocabulary and very few Sanskrit loanwords. Today, Hindustani 

with many Persian, Arabic and English loanwords is the spoken form of the language in much of 

North India, and is used in every day life as well as in Hindi films, drama and television series. 

Understandably, this applies to all non-government owned institutions only. 

Unlike HindustanT which uses very few Sanskrit loanwords, suddh bha$a contains numerous 

Sanskrit loanwords, including those introduced more recently to enrich the technical and poetic 

vocabulary or to replace words of Perseo-Arabic and English origin. 

Traditionally, since this language was artificially created by Indian pundits and the government, its 

register is limited to the educated Hindu population of North India and used in government owned 

television news and newspapers. Subsequently, this form is very remote and many times even 

unintelligible for ordinary people, creating a diglossia-type situation. Since this matter is a subject of 

sociolinguistics, it will be discussed later. 

1.3.0. Conclusion 

We can conclude that Hindi has undergone many changes and stages on its way through the 

evolution, from the Old Period and various literary forms that are nowadays dialects of Hindi, such as 

Braj or Avadhl, through the Middle Period and the emergence of the lingua franca of Northern India 

from the 13th century called KhB, that formed the same foundation for Urdu and HindustanT, through 

the Persian inlfuence to the Modern Period and the official recognition of Hindi as the officiallanguage 

of India in 1947. 

We have also seen that Hindi was enriched by various cultures and languages, such as 

Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, Urdu and last but not least English, whose influence will be discussed in 

chapter 2. 

Lastly, the fact that Hindi as such has two standard forms, the High variant that is the 

consequence of the policy after 1947, i.e. the efforts to substitute the Arabic, Persian and English loan 

words and substitute them by the Sanskrit vocabulary and the Low variant that is the widely-spoken 

form of Hindustanl . This matter, since it is a subject of sociolinguistics will be thorougly discussed in 

the particular chapter. 

s Singh, R., (1998), Liunguistic Theory, Language Contact and Modem Hindustani, M. Manoharlal Publishers, New Delhi, page 

5. 
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2.0.0. THE ORIGIN OF HINDT LEXICON 
Throughout the complex history and contacts with East Asians, Arabs, Persians and 

Europeans, HindT has absorbed countless words from many languages, often totally integrating these 

borrowings into the core vocabulary. The most common loan words came from three different kinds of 

contacts. 

Firstly, from Sanskrit and its two principal categories of tatsama and tadbhava words, from a 

special category of vernacular words, i.e. deS/ and lastly from the languages forced from outside, i.e. 

videST. The latter group can be further divided into two branches. 

Firstly the borrowings from Non-European languages such as Arabic, Turkish, Persian whose words 

were absorbed and fully integrated into the HindT lexicon after centuries of invasions from the Middle 

East and Persia and secondly words from European languages, such as Portuguese, French and 

most significantly English. 

Expressed in numbers, HindT may have as many as 75 000 separate words, of which 50 000 

(67%) are considered tatsama (direct reborrowings from Sanskrit), 21 000 (28%) tadbhava (native 

HindT vocabulary) and the rest videsl The number of deS/ words in HindT is very minute.6 

However, these figures do not take into account the fact that a large proportion of these words 

are archaic or highly technical, minimizing their actual usage. (This particularly applies to various 

Sanskrit based calques and neologisms.) The productive vocabulary used in modern literary works, on 

the contrary, is made up mostly of tadbhava words (67%), while tatsama words ma ke up on ly 25% of 

the total. DeS/and vtdeSi words make up the remaining 8% of the vocabulary used in modern HindT 

litera ture.? 

Now, let us briefly examine the influence and contribution of each single lexical group and its 

contribution to the HindT lexicon, form the diachronie perspective, i.e. from the oldest influence of 

Sanskrit to the most recent and extensive one of English. I would also like to mention that since this 

work is mainly preoccupied with the English influence on HindT, a thorough and substantial proportion 

of this chapter will be devoted to the English lexical component and its involvement in HindT. 

2.1.0. Sanskrit 

The very first source for the HindT lexicon is Sanskrit. This language has a unique position 

because, unlike other languages, it has never been a commonly spoken language. 

What more, this "perfect" language of a "divine" origin has always enjoyed a very promoted and 

elevated status, being dosely connected with high culture, prestigious religion naturally functioning as 

a language of high ritual, scholasticism and elite culture. 

Thus when the natural linguistic changes threatened to corrupt and change the sacred Vedic 

texts, the artificial preservation of the language was needed. 

lt was Panini·s grammar (41h century BC) that fixed Old lndo-Aryan in the stage of Classical Sanskrit. 

The representative group of this stage is the first group of so called ta/sama words. 

s http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindi 

7 ibid 
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2.1. 1. Sanskrit based words - ta/sama a 

The first source for Hindi lexicon can be found in tatsama words. These are the words that 

have been directly borrowed from Sanskrit to enrich the forma! and technical vocabulary of Hindi, thus 

representing the source for so called sudh HíndJ(Standard Hindi).9 Tatsama loan words in Hindi are 

mostly nouns of the nominative singular form in the Sanskrit declension or the uninflected word-stem. 

For example: patr (letter), raja (king),deva (god), putr(son) etc. 

2.1.2. Hincfi based words - tadbhava 

Unlike tatsama words, tadbhava words might have been derived from Sanskrit or the Prakrits, 

but have evolved naturally and also undergone minor or major phonetic and spelling changes as they 

appear in modern HindT. 10 

For example: cava/(rice), patthar(stone), jay(victory) etc. 

2.2. Deši 11 

Apart from tatsama and tadbhava words originating from the lndo-European/lndo Aryan stem, 

there is another smaller but substantial source for the HindT lexicon called deS/. These are words from 

vernacular languages such as Dravidian and Munda for which there is no Sanskrit etymon. 

They are usually associated with the domestic sphere and the names of artefacts and items they 

designate. Most deSJ words belong to the category of nouns. 

For example: khír'kJ (wíndow), pil/a (puppy), caru.t (cígar), ,tabbar (famí/y) etc. 12 

2.3. Videši 

Now, when the interna! potential is covered, we have to turn aur attention "outwards" to 

another group of languages that were introduced from outside. This group of languages and another 

source for borrowing is called vídeSJand starts with Muslim invaders as early as in 11th century and 

continues all through The Golden Age of the Moghul Empire and the importance of Persian and 

concludes with European colonization. 

8 'Tatsama /oanwords are words borrowed from Sanskrit, or formed on Sanskrit structural mode/s. They can show either 

minima! phonetic adaptations to Hindi phonological patterns or appreciable adaptation." McGregor R. S., (1993), The Oxford 

Hindi Eng/ish Dictionary, Oxford University Press, page Xi. 

9 "Loanwords of Sanksritic origin have been used in North Indian vernacu/ar speech and also in vernacular poetry over many 

centuries. Many became acclimatised in ear/y Hindi dialect poetry, and we may presume these to ha ve been wide!y known. 

Their currency in dia/ect and poetry provided an important typo/ogical precedent for the Jater Sanskrit loanwords and other 

Sanskritic formations of modem Hindi as was crucia/ in aiding the assimi/ation of many of these, both in to /iterary style and 

forma/ usage, and also into everyday life." lbid, page viii. 

10 "Hindi tadbhava words are words which evo/ved organical!y from 0/d lndo-Aryan or Middle /ndo-Aryan forms." lbid, page Xi. 

11 Originally desT but in HindT language pronounced and written as deSTdue to the process of Sanskritisation, ibid, page Xi. 

12 However, except for nouns onomatopoeic verbs can be found as well : ka,tna (to cut), ka( kana (to slam) . 

Considering their form, desí words usually resemble tadbhava words since they do not contain consonant clusters, so typical of 

tatsama words. 
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New influences appeared on the North Indian linguistic scene with the arrival of Turks and 

lranians in the 11th century. 13 What is interesting from the language contact point of view is the fact 

that although the mother tongue of these invaders was some form of Turkish, it was, however 

Arabised Persian that they brought to India as the cultural and court language. 

2.3.1. Arabic component 

Nevertheless, we can say that unlike Sanskrit or later Persian, the Arabic influence on Hindí 

has been more indirect dueto a large component of the Arabic lexicon already built into Persian. 

For example : ka/am (pen), kitab (book), madrasa (school), sahib (mister), taraf (side), imarat 

(building). 

2.3.2. Turkish component 

Furthermore, it is not surprising that some words of Turkish orig in were incorporated into the 

language as well. And that it was a mother tongue of the invaders, on ly proves the kind of words that 

were borrowed. The loans are mostly nouns and relate with fighting and warfare. 

For example :cakD (knife), top (artillery), topcJ(artilleryman), kurk(confiscated).t4 

From this multi-lingual situation, when Persian, Arabic and Turkish components were assimilated by 

locallanguages, a new "lingua franca" emerged in the Delhi-Meerut region in the eleventh century. 

lt was a mixture of Persian and Old PanjabT called HindavT or KharT BoiT.1s 

Because this language was used by soldiers camping around Delhi during the Moghul consolidation, it 

was given the name Urdu. 16 

2.3.3. Persian 

Ther role of Persian was definitely re-estabilished with the Moghul Empire(1526-1700) when it 

was declared a language of administration at all levels. lt was also due to the uniformity17 of the 

Persian language that it was proclaimed the lingua franca and considered an appropriate vehicle for 

Mughal power. lt was particularly the political and material dominance associated with Persian that 

provided it with legal, educational, political and administrativa terms . 

13 They were lured by the riches of Hindustan and their plundering raids repeated with an increasing tendency, culminating 

between 1000-1021 AD with Mahmud of Ghazni. Then once again, in the 12th century when Muhammad of Ghori invaded and 

captured Delhi (1192), followed by the estabilishment of the Delhi Sultanat by the Slave dynasty (1200). 

14 Nevertheless there are other loans non-related to fighting such as : kur 'ta (shirt), kulT (parter). san 'dt]k (box), ken 'cJ (scissors), 

dibaca (preface) and very few verbs such as talas na (look for). 

1s A nice and brief metaphor that Singh u ses to demonstrate its complex development : "The Kha.ri Bali ar Hindustani chicken 

came from the Prakrit egg. 8oth its infancy and childhood, not to speak of its youth, were defined by contact with Arabs, 

Afghans, Persians, and Turks. and it was used as the lingua franca of the Delhi-Meerut region. Amongst the labe/s originally 

used for it were Rexti, Hindawi, Hindustani and Urdu." Singh, R., (1998), Linguistic Theory, Language Contact and Modem 

Hindustani, Manoharlal Publishers, New Delhi, page 5 

16 UrdO is a Turkish loan meaning a camp, exactly the abbreviation of "UrdO- e u'alla" means "exalted camp". 

17 Particularly in comparison with Hindavi 
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Furthemore, Persian covered a wide range of registers, i.e. it was a language of poetry, 

education, military and administrartion as well as the language of the royal house and high Mughal 

elite. Understandably, vast areas of lexical borrowings in these areas occured. 

For example: munSJ (secretary), daftar (office), muharrir (clerk), síyaq (the department of 

accountancy), divan (minister), darbar(court), sar'l<:ar(sir, governmen), maz'dúr(worker) etc. 

We can also find words denoting new artefacts that were before unknown to the original 

culture such as : tandtJr (a large earthen owen) or nan (a special kind of bread) as well as words 

describing new concepts or ideas such as zamkl 'dar! (the system of land ownership). 

2.4. Videší (European languages) 

Among all these influences and language contacts, one more in the shape of European 

colonial powers emerged as early as in 15th century when a Portuguese Vasco da Gama discovered 

the sea raute to India (1498). 

2.4.1. Portuguese 

As soon as the Portuguese settled down in India, they realized the necessity for schools, 

where locals would be taught reading ,writing and above all the principles of the Catholic faith 

since Christianity, as well as lslam before, was a missionary religion. 

Not surprisingly, the first Portuguese loans18 into HindT can thus be found within this sphere. 

For example : christao > kriscan (Christian), egreja >girja (church) ar padre > padri(pater). 

Furthemore Portuguese was not on ly a means of communiation with local people but also the 

"lingua franca" of all commercial and particularly naval intercourse as well. 19 

Naturally, among first loans there was a group of words connected with the nautical terminlogy such 

as: barco >bajra (boat), capitao > kaplan (captain), ecsada >skat (ratlines). 

Also new loan words connected with water such as bole/ha > botu! I bota! (bottle), canstra 

>ka(Jistar(canister) or military terms such as campo > kamp (camp) or pistola > pistaul (gun) can be 

found. 

Another group of loans can be seen in terms for new "objects" and things of every day use 

such as : quarto >kam ra (room) , chave > cabi(key) , armario >almar! (wardrobe), mesa >mez 

(table), alfinete >alpin (pin), ba/de> bat:fi(bucket), camisa > kamlz (shirt), ar sabao > saptJ (soap) 

etc. 

18 Portuguese as well as all ether loans are, of course, not found in the native tongue purity but in their "corrupted" form since 

they were adapted by the Indian speakers according to their language and phonological rules. 

19 lt was only natural that this process resulted in a "two-way" trade in languages. 

Portuguese did not only introduce their words to the lexicon of Indian languages but also transmitted many Arabic, 

Persian, and ether words from various Indian languages to the European languages . From this point of view it is worth 

mentioning that nearly all the Malayalam words which were absorbed into English have distinct traces of having passed through 

Portuguese. Compare Yule H. and Burnell C.A., (1996), Hobson Jobson, Curnberland House, London, page XiX: "Words of 

native origin which bear the mark of having come to us through the Portuguese such as palanquin, mandarin, monsoon, 

typhoon, mango, jack fruit, curry, chop, catamaran, betel, areca .... etc." 
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Lastly, there is a wide range of new loans, terms for plants that were brought and newly 

introduced in India by the Portuguese such as terms for plants, i.e. ananas > ananas (pineapple), 

cíntra > santra (tangerine) or tabaco > tambaku (tobacco) or new materials such as espada > ís pat 

(steel) 

2.4.2. Other European languages 

Except for Portugeuse and British, there were also other European powers in India. Namely, in 

succession, Dutch (1602), Danes (1616) and last but not least French (1644). 

Nevertheless the impact of these languages on HindT has been very minute and cannot be compared 

with that of Portuguese or particularly the English one. 

Most numerous group from these languages represent loan words from French such as : 

cartouse > kar'ttJz (cartridge), coupon > ktJpan (coupon) or café > kafi (coffee). 

2.5.0. English loan words (monolexical naming units) 

The history of English in India begins on December 31st 1600 when the East India Company 

(EIC) was granted an English Royal Charter to trade in the East lndies, as the subcontinent was then 

referred to. However, the British merchants did not assume political power on the Indian subcontinent 

immediately after their arrival but reamined merchants for almost a century and half. 

The EIC, which was based in London, received a royal dictate from the Mughal Emperor Jahangir, 

exempting the IEC from the payment of custom duties in Bengal. Understandably, under such 

substantial patronage the IEC obtained a considerable commercial advantage in trade that resulted 

into the eclipse of the Portugese and establishing a few factories in Surat (1612), Madras (1640), 

Bombay (1674) and Calcutta (1690).20, 

Furthermore, the decisive British victory over the Mughals at the Battle of Plassey in 1757 can 

be considered a major turning point for the following reasons. Not on ly did this victory establish the 

IEC as a military as well as a commercial power but this is also the crucial point when English words 

started to be borrowed massively. As we will see further on, this is the exact point when English 

words covering various semantic fields started to be loaned. 

ln order to delineate a brief overview of E loans in HindT, I have decided to divide the span of 

more than 400 years of the complex history of the English language in India into five phases. Each of 

them is further divided according to their landmarks in Indian history and naturally the groups of the 

English words that were borrowed during the certain period. 

2° Chennai, the capital of Tamil Nadu; Mumbai, the capital of Maharashtra; Kolkatta, the capital of West Bengal 
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These five phases of English and a stock of the English loan words in Hindi are arranged from the 

chronological point of view and are as follows: 21 

1.The Pre- transportation Phase (1600-1813) 

2. The Transportation Phase ( 1813- 1857) 

3. The Dissemination Ph a se ( 1857 - 1904) 

4. The lnstitutialization Phase ( 1904- 1947) 

5. The Globalization Phase (until nowaday) 

2.5.1.0. The pre-transportation phase (1600-1813) 

This phase starts with the establishment of the lEG. Thus naturally the first loan words were in 

the sphere of the lEG, particularly its administrative terminology. 

Furthermore this was a power struggle period to secure the supremacy of Christendom in India, 

resulting in the arrival of many missionaries in India, who in turn established various schools and 

institutions (i.e. many words from this area began to be loaned into Hindi). 

And lastly, the British victory over Siraj Ud Daulah, the last independent Nawab of Bengal, in 

the Battle of Plassey (1757) represented the major turning point not on ly for the British military and 

commercial power in India but also for the massive borrowing of the English words into Hindi. 

2.5.1.1. Administrative terminology concerning the I EC 

Among the first loans from this phase are the E words for various administrative terms and 

positions who worked for the IEC. 

For example : 

kampa(lT(company), kalekfar(collector), la.f (lord), pu!Ts (policeman), in 'spek :tar(inspector), 

gavamav(governor), kar'na/(colonel), eje(l.f(agent), esfa(l.f(assistant), ekt(act), berar 

(bearer), kilark(clerk), tejurT (treasurer) etc. 

2.5.1.2. Missionary activities, evangelisation and education 

The British felt the same urge as the Portuguese before to instill their faith to the lndians. 

Due to evangelization it was necessary to introduce English. ln this part, missionaries played a 

substantial part in this process of education and schools for non-Christian children. 

lt was, though, only after the battle of Plassey that educational centres were started and 

Christian missionaries were allowed to spread Western knowledge, i.e. English as a means to 

educate, uplift, civilize and last but not least Christianize the lndians. Naturally, new English loans from 

this area occured. 

For example : 

iskúl ( schoo1)22 , .fTcar (teacher), he9'mas.tar (headmaster), istú9'ant (student), klas ( class ). 

21 For a good arrangement, I am using the same division as u sed in the book Krishnaswami, N. (2004), The Politics of lndians · 

English, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, page 79. 
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2.5.1.3. Military terms 

As English power increased, so did the demand for the military. Thus English military terms 

had to be introduced for the lndians who worked as soldiers for the British. 

For example: 

armi(army), sol]ar(soldier), korps (corps), ray'fa!(rifle), gan (gun), ganpoq'ar(gunpowder) 

renk (ran k), jeneral arsar(general officer), ar'q'ar(order), fayar(fire) etc. 

2.5.2.0. The transportation phase (1813 -1857) 

ln 1813 the East India Company's Charter for trade for the subcontinent was renewed. This 

was a period of expansion and consolidation when English was firmly consolidated as the language of 

bureaucracy and higher education. The turning point of this phase was in 1835. 

2.5.2.1. Juridical and legal terms 

The English loans from the judicial and legal areas occured as well when the Higher and 

Lower Court of Judicature was established as early as 1676. lt was nevertheless after 1835 ,when the 

link between British education and bureaucracy was well established, that most of the English words 

from this area were borrowed. lt is interesting, though, that meanwhile higher courts were in English, 

lower courts kept their Persian terms. 

For example: 

katj(court), /o(law),jajUudge),jaryUury), v(f'nes(witness), kes(case), rika.t(record) etc. 

2.5.2.2. Education 

The infiltration and wider usage of the English loans started in 1835 when Lord Maculay 

introduced the English language into Indian education. 

Furthermore English was made the official language of education in 1837, followed by the 

establishment of three universities in Bombay, Calcutta and Madras. lt was during this period that 

English loanwords and the English education got well established, mostly in urban areas. 

For example : 

k~lij(college), bor'q'ing skul (boarding school), ese (essay), sab ]ikt(subject), ikzem (exam). 

2.5.2.3. Newspapers 

The spread of English education in urban areas is very clearly reflected in the number of 

newspapers started during this period such as Times of India, Bombay (1838), Calcutta Review 

(1844), Guardian, Madras (1851). Generally, the English press in India has a Iang history dating back 

to 29th January 1780, when the first English newspaper, the Bengal Gazette was published. 23 Until 

recently, this media was fully dependent on English. 

22 i.e. meaning the western way of education as opposed to traditional Indian schools, such as Persian mak 'taba or Sanskrit 

pathsata. 

23 Kachru, Braj 8.(2005), Asian Englishes Beyond The Canon, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, page 57 
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This situation, however, changed radically after 1947 when many newspapers were started in 

local languages, including Hindí. Nevertheless, many English loan words from this area were borrowed 

and remained in widespread use. Last but not least the first Hindí newspaper Udant Martanda was 

published in Calcutta in 1826. 

For example: 

nytJspepar (newspaper), .taTms (times), pres (press}, qeli (daily), vik 'li (weekly}, kar:ttJn 

(cartoon), jtJr'nelis.t Uournalist), kalam 'nist (columnist), kar :tUn (cartoon},ed (advertisement), 

riv ]tJ (review). 

2.5.2.4. Railways 

Another area for the E loans occured, when one of the largest and busiest railroad networks in 

the world was introduced in 1853. 

For example: 

rel(rail}, relve s.tesan ( railway station), tren (train), tikat(ticke), pe(l.fri(pantry 

compartment),brek (emergency break},.ftkat box(ticket box}, enjan (engine) etc. 

Even nowadays, when we examine the basic terminology concerning railways in Hindí, the E influence 

and loans are more than apparent. These word were either borrowed from English or were artificially 

created from Sanskrit, i.e. neologisms, loan translations or calques. 

Compare: (the E componenUioan word is underlined) 

Adhik.,rt rel seva (rail service) 

pradhan .fika.t sangrahak (head ticket collector) 

stesan prabandhak (stati on manager) 

mukhy bukingparyabek$ak(chief booking supervisor) 

suparvayjar (s u pervisor) 

arak$8(1 cat:f (reservation charts) 

kampytJ.tarTkr;t arak$a(1 kendr(computerised reservation centre). 

2.5.3.0. The dissemination phase (1857 -1904) 

ln this phase the interdependence between the English education and bureaucracy got 

consolidated even stronger. lt was also in this period that English became the language of the 

government. Nevertheless, one of the most important event was the introduction of telegraphic 

communication and postal services. 

2.5.3.1. Telegraphic communication and postal services 

The introduction of telegraphs and postal services (1869) represented a new source for the E 

loans in HindT. 

For example: 

pos.t afis (post office), post mas_tar(post master), s.femp (stamp), kaun_tar(counter), .telegraf 

(telegraph),envelop (envelope), ca9'(card), rejis :taraq mel(registered mail}, afis baks (office box) etc. 
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Just for a comparison how much English influenced and contributed to the HindT postal 

terminology, I have attached below a current notice from an Indian post office, (here again all the E 

loans are underlined) 

1.krpaya, khule paise de (please give us change, i.e. the exact money) 

2 krpaya lain si hi kary karaye (please, stand in line when waiting) 

3. kau(l.far chor ne se pa hle a pna len den Jane /e (Check your money before you leave the counter) 

2.5.4.0. The institutialization phase (1904- 1947) 

This phase starts when the Indian University Act was passed, which gave the British 

government a tighter control over colleges and ends with lndia's lndependence in 1947. Furthemore it 

was a phase when many institutions and political parties were established and developed, such as the 

Bank of India or the Indian Kongress (already established in 1885). Furthermore, it was a time 

between the two world wars, full of intertwined attitudes towards English and the usage of English 

loans, finally culminating after 1947 when various government ofiices were established to work on the 

re-creation of terminology in various fields that could be changed for the already existing E 

equivalents. lt was also in this phase that Indian writing in English, such as prase, fiction, poetry was 

well established. 

And lastly it is the whole 201h century that is known as the century of technology. 

2.5.4.1. Bank and finances 

A new area for the E loans oocured when the Bank of India was founded with a Head office in 

Mumbai in 1906. 

For example: 

benk(bank), no.t(note), ekau(l.f(account), /ofJ (loan), kes (cash), cek(cheque), kreq'(t(credit). 

2.5.4.2.Technology, science and medicine 

Nevertheless, the largest areas for the E loans arose in the field of technology, science and 

medicine. Terms from all these three fields came from "West", bore English names and most 

importantly in all these areas English words were necessary as a part of modernisation, progress, 

commerce and last but not least industry where (by 1940) India had three major areas: steel, cotton 

and sugar. 

Many diffrent words ranging from radio, television, car, radioactivity to medical terms such as 

penicillin and antibiotics, insulin or chemotherapy were borrowed into HindT during this phase. 

For example: (in succesion as mentioned above, i.e. technology, science and medicine) 

req'iyo (radio), .televijan (television), broq'kas.ting (broadcasting), kar fak:tari(car factory), balb 

(bulb), penisilin (penicillin), entay'baya.tiks (antibiotics), insyulin (insulin), kema.terapi 

(chemotherapy), enis.te.tik (anaesthetic}, sirinj(syringe), sarjan (surgeon) etc. 
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2.5.5.0. The Globalization phase ( until nowadays) 

•Enjoy it becuse I ín lovin, it ....... •24 

Unlike in the four phases mentioned above, when English was the language of the state and 

its "apparatus" and when there was a big gap between the court and the people, between the rulers 

and the ruled and particularly the rural areas that stayed more or less intact by English or the English 

loan words, then this situation changed completely during the Globalisation phase, especially over the 

last 20 years. The world started shrinking and became a gobal village in terms of communication. 

There was no need for the former British military or political power anymore (in order to borrow new 

words). Recently colonialisms has appeared in different forms, such as "McDonaldization", "Coca 

colonization" and the IT technology boom. The English language became the language of computers 

and above all the internet, mail, telexes, cables etc. Furthermore in the Indian electronic media, many 

programmes like soap operas, talk shows and quiz context are modelled on English programmes, i.e. 

the occurence of E loans is even more frequent than before. 

Presently, lexical items borrowed from English could be found in every domain. There is, 

nonetheless a register of words which are extensively loaned. Along with various countries a ll over the 

the world, India is not an exception and gradually more and more English words penetrate into the 

every day language dueto the process of globalization. The increase is particularly apparent over the 

last fifty years in the following semantic areas: 

2.5.5.1. Politics 

Many new terms from politics appeared in HindT due to the British political system, i.e. a 

system of political parties that was before unknown to the original political structures. 

For example: 

kangres(the main political party in India), vo.f(vote) /Tfiar(leader) etc. 

2.5.5.2. Sports 

Many terms denoting various sports and activities were borrowed from English. 

For example: 

krike.t(cricket), bet(bat)h~kí(hockey), fu.tb~/(football), cempío(l 'síp (championship), 

.fe(lís (tennis), e.thle.fík (athletic), jeve/in Uavelin), jím (gym), masa/ bDs.tar(muscle booster). 

2.5.5.3. Fashion 

Like everywhere else in the word, the terminology concerning fashion and trends has been 

borrowed from English to a great extent as well. 

For example: 

;Tns Ueans), mí(lí(mini skirt), smar:t(smart), b!Tcíng krim (bleaching cream), parfyDm (perfume). 

24 This is a hi nt about the two phenomena that are "visible" all over in India. The first one, i.e. Enjoy, always- is a motto of the 

Coca Cola company, the latter, i.e. l"m lavin· it- is a motto of the fasl food restaurants McDonald ·s. 
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2.5.5.4. Television, radio, commercial breakes and advertisements 

English, like everywhere else in the world, is the language of advertising. Thus many new 

words were also borrowed in this sphere. 

For example: 

komersal cef]a/(commercial channel), brek(break), Tvníng nyDs (evening news), 

.talkso (tal k show). 

Examples of advertisements, using E loan words : 

s~ping m~ Visa!, ap ka cos (shopping mall Visa I, your choice) 

bTs rupaye me kya mírta haí? Mek danakj kul haí. bTs rupaye me tul dhama/1 spesal mek atD. 

(McDonald advertisement in Delhi : What can you get these days for twenty rupees? McDonald is 

cooi.You will get a full portion! Special Mcpotatotes.) 

2.5.5.5. Science and Technologies 

"More !han a thousand words are used in every Indian language as though they are words native to them, 

particularly in areas where modem technologie matters most. Even in rural areas words like bulb, switch, motor, 

car, lorry, bus, train, pump, are used by people as part of their mother langue. " 25 

With globalization and the IT boom, call centres and modern technologies in Indian cities and 

urban centres, E words are the main source. The E language has become a part of the IT revolution 

with the E vocabulary on the increase. These words are becoming commonplace to the Indian 

languages as well. 

For example: 

~pare.tar(operator), romíng (roaming), fex (fax), es .fT r;fi; (STO, i.e.standard trunk dialing), 

ay es qT (ISO, i.e. international subscriber dialling), sel fof] (cell phone)26 , ín.terne.t (internet), 

iine/(email), ce.t(chat), veb kamera (web camera), kebl(cable), jD es bT (usb) etc. 

2.5.5.6. Colloquial language and slang expressions 

Certain English words are used in H colloquial style for their neutral tone.This apply to many 

words from different registers. Nevertheless four main categories can be observed. 

2.5.5.6.1. Words decsribing people in relationships 

For example the E loan word fref]p' (friend) is preferred to H mitr (boy friend) and sahe/T(girl 

friend). for it neatly circumvents the gender-specific connotation. 

2s Krishnaswami, N. (2006), The Story of English in India, Foundations Books, New Delhi, page 70. 

2s All these words are becoming basic and essential to Indian languages, especially in Indian cities. Funny as it may seem, 

though, ordinary people do not even realize what is the origin and real meaning of these words.That way a sel fo(l (cell phone) 

could quite possibly be a sel fo(l (sale phone). 
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Furthemore the word temili (family) rather than H parivar is used, especially if the family is nuclear 

rather than an extended one. 

Lastly, the E vk;fo (widdow) is preferred to H vidva for the E word decreases the strongly 

negative connocation of the H original word. 

2.5.5.6.2. Words describing relationships, love life and sex 

The same, i.e. the preferrence of E loans, applies to words such E f;iivors (divorce) as opposed 

to H vivah-vicched, E f;iivarst(divorced) instead of H talaksuda, E itJterkos (sexual intercourse) instead 

of H maithun, E seksi(sexy) as opposed to H kamuketc. 

2.5.5.6.3. Nicknames 

Another illustrative example of the colloquial use of E loans and of Indian fondness for things 

reminding Western culture and style at the same time is the use of nicknames. This trend can be 

observed in connection with the IT boom and the use of internet chatrooms, particularly in bigger cities 

such as Delhi, Bombay or Jaipur. Thus it is common that a Hindu boy named for instance Abhimanyu 

will be universally known as babi (Bobby) or sani (Sonny). Similarly a girl named Priya can be 

universally known as jen (Jane). 

2.5.5.6.4. Swear-words 

Another group of E loans create various swear words that are particularly popular with young 

urban people from the upper classes. 

For exmple: 

f;iaim I f;iaim (damn) -'>c;lairn! mujh 'ko pata tha (Damn. I knew it) 

bla(ff (bloody) -'>blaf;ii rames! (Bioody Rameš!) 

bas.tardlbastarf;i (bastard) -'> ytJ bastarf;i! ma i ne tum ko bahut paise de diya /ekin tum ne mujhe vapas 

nahl de diya! (Vou bastard! I gave you a lot of money but you did not give it back to me) 

Nevertheless even really vulgar swear words can be heard. For example: 

sit(shit)-'> s1Z mar ne us ka barthf;ie bhul gaya (Shit. I have forgotten about his birthday) 

tak (fuck) -'> mal ne tum ko kaha tak ytJ! matlab you did not understand me? ( Fuck you, I told you. I 

mean you did not understand me?) 

Furthemore, swear words are often used in code-mixing and code-switching, usually followed 

by another sentence which is in English, as in the example above) 
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2.5.5.6.5. Expressions of approval 

Lastly, there are also a few words that have filtered through all levels of education and social 

classes, such as an affirmative answer to a question yas (yes) and a term of agreement oke (O.K.).27 

For example : 

ap ise cah 'te hal? Yas, pakkTbat hai. ("Do you want it? Yes,sure." /literally. "Ves, ripe I sure thing is") 

oke, kal milege. (O .K. See you tomorrow) 

2.5.6. Special groups of English loans 

Among all these various types of loans mentioned above, we can also distinguish two special 

groups of E loans, i.e. in terms of whether or not they are stili in use and whether or not they have ever 

belonged to the English register. 

2.5.6.1. Obsolete English loan words 

The first group consists of E loans in HindT that also exist in the English language but are no 

more in use by speakers of standard English. Thus we can call this group obsolete or archaic words 

loan words in HindT. Among these words, we can find examples, such as ebocf (abode) or bembtJzal 

(bamboozle). 28 

2.5.6.2. English loans that are not a part of the English register 

The second group of E loans are the words that have never formed a register of the English 

language. Since English has been present in India for more than 400 years, naturally when coming in 

contact and interacting with Indian languages, this process resulted in various forms of semantic shifts 

and above all the formation of new words based on E words. 

E.g. (jaba/ ro,tT (i.e. sandwich, E double + H ro.!T) or haf-pe17.! (i.e. shorts, E half + E pants) 

27 However, unlike the English word O .K. that can be used as different parts of speech and can have various meanings, in 

Hindi it is mostly used either as an interjection or an adjective. 

Compare the difference of meaning between English and Hindi usage of O .K. : 

ENGLISH HINDT 

We will need his O .K. on this idea. (noun) X 

He was ill yesterday but he is O .K. now. (adjective) vah blmar tha lekin abhl thlk I oke hai. 

I am sure he will O .K. your proposal. (verb) X 

The TV is working O.K. now. {adverb) X 

You will do this now, won't you?- O .K. (interjection) Tum is'ko karoge, na?- oke. 

2s ''l had come to India before, in the north, for five month. On that first trip I had come to the subcontinent completely 

unprepared. Actually, I had a preparation of one word. When I told a friend who knew fhe country we/1 of my tra vel plans, he 

said casually, 'They speak a funny English in India. They like words like bamboozle. " I remembered his words as my plane 

started in descent toward De/hi, so the word bambooz/e was my one preparation for the rich, noisy, functioning madness of 

India. I used the word on occasion, and truth to be told, i! served me we/1. To a c/erk at a train station I said, ''l didn 't fhink the 

fare wou/d be so expensive. You re not trying to bambooz/e me, are you?" He smiled and chanted, "No sir! There s no 

bamboozlement here. I have quoted you the correct fare." Martei,Y., (2002), Life of Pi, Penguin Books India, page Vlil. 
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2.5. 7. Loan words representing new objects 

There are also linguistic borrowings from E representing new objects, i.e. words, previously 

unknown to lndians that were infiltrated into H with the western way of life. 

For example: gílas (a tumbler, a glass) ,.febul(table), spírff gílas (spirit glass) etc. 

Furthemore, there are also E words representing new inventions. Naturally,since all these 

inventions came from "West", they were likely to maintain the same form in Hindi, unless special 

efforts to create neologisms and calques were made. (see 2.7.2. and 2.7.4.) 

For example: ree/íyo (radio), .televíjan (television), kampju_tar(computer), .telífon (telephone) etc. 

2.5.8. The existence of two words of different orig in and the Use of English loans 

Considering the many sources for the H lexicon, there are, naturally, many words of the same 

meaning but different origin at the same time. Nevertheless, with the growing dominance of English, 

the loans of Sanskrit and Perso-Arabic origin started to give their way to their English equivalents. 

Both forms can be used, there is however a trend towards the E forms. 

Thus clkíf'salay is replaced for aspatal I haspafal (hospital), níyam for rul (rule), adalat for ko.t 

(court), C/ak ghar for p§_st §_fís (post office), madrasa for ískDI (school) or rozgar for bíjnís 

(business). 

However, in some rare cases there is stili preferrence for the H word (usually of Sanskrit 

orig in) to the E one, such as the S upanyas rather than the E na val or S vyakara(l rather than the E 

graímar. 
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2.6.0. Semantics- Shift of meaning in E loan words in HindT 

English words when borrowed into H are most likely to undergo various semantic changes.29 

lt is natural that in a changed environment the meaning of a word related to a different environment 

may change, i.e. the meaning of a loan word may be altered,restricted,extended,degraded etc. 

Furthemore, the semantic changes are varied and can be conditioned by various factors such 

as political, economical, social or cultural condtitions. 

2.6. 1. Narrowing of meaning 

Narrowing along with extension of the original meaning is the most common feature of 

semantic changes in any language. The narrowing of an E loan word is due to its constant use in a 

fixed context and in order to serve a specific purpose in a specific context of India. This way, E loan 

words possessing various meanings in its original form, denotes only one particular object, usually 

made of this stuff, in Hindi .For example the word "glass" has a fuller connotation than in Hindi where 

it only denotes one particular object. 

Compare: 

E glass (various meanings) --> H gí/as (a tumbler) 30 

E collector (one who collects) ..... H kalek.tar(a revenue officer in district administration) 

E congress (assembly of men) ..... H k~ngres (a political party in India) 

2.6.2. Extension of meaning 

Some of the E loans have also undergone the process of extension, i.e. except for the original 

meaning of the E word they retain, they also mean something else. 

For example : 

E ticket (a token showing fare or admission fee has been paid) ..... H fíkat(also a postal stamp) 

2.6.3. Alteration of meaning 

We can also find examples of alteration of the original E meaning such as : 

E hotel (a place to stay overnight)--> H hotal( only a place to eat, restaurant). 

E copy (a copied piece of paper) --> H kapT( an exercise book). 

2.6.4. Deterioration of meaning 

Another aspect of the semantic change is that the meaning of a word assumes two directions, 

i.e. melioration and deterioration. This means that in a changed environment the meaning of a word is 

either elevated or degenerated from its original meaning. ln the latter case, degeneration is usually 

caused by wrong association or ironie use of the word concerned. 

29 Understandably, it does not apply to new coinages or terms from English in the field of technology and various inventions, 

where the semantic shift is not possible for the word denominates one particular word. E.g. rec;liyo (radio) 

Jo Similarly Persian word Sis (glass) has a wide connotation in its original language but once borrowed into Hindi means only 

one particular object, i.e. a mirror. 
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For example the word lal)r;/an (i.e. London, the capital of the United Kingdom) has undergone 

meaning deterioration owing both to nationalistic prejudices and the ironie similarity with the slang 

word /al)r;/(penis). 

2.7.0. Syntagmatics and collocations (polylexical naming units) 

Except for the monolexical naming units, some E polylexical naming units were borrowed into 

Hindi as well. Nonetheless, they represent a smaller group and also do not undergo various semantic 

changes since they are already fixed phrases denoting a particular meaning. 

Polylexical naming units can be divided into three categories,i.e. polylexical naming units 

loaned, calques and hybrid formations. 

2. 7. 1. Polylexical loans 

Polylexical E loans are not a numeous group, nevertheless they occur. 

For example: 

r;lensing ha/(dancing hall), ve.ting rum (waiting room), r;lrinking va.tar(drinking water), 

rTya/ es.te.t(real estate), saping seqtar(shopping center), .treva/ ejensi (travel agency) etc. 

2.7.2. Calques 31 

A calque is a loan translation, in which the various components are separated from one 

language into another. 32 To put it exactly in my context, calques will be those Hindi words and 

phrases that have been directly created by a litera! translation. 

Calques in Hindi are coined from Sanskrit words and roots to designate new terms, 

concepts and items from different fields such as science, technology, politics, medicine etc. 

From these words and roots, it is particularly a group of Sanskrit based tatsama words that are very 

important for calque creation and consequently find their fulfilment in so called suddh (pure) Hindi' 

and its effort to compete with and create a "counter balance " to the well established English loan 

words in Hindi, especially concerning the lexical areas mentioned above. 

Let me demonstrate a calque on a word from every day use. lt is a Hindi word dtJrdarsal), 

meaning a television. The word ( a calque compound) dtJrdarsal) was created on exactly the same 

pattern as E televison. 

31 The word calque comes from the French word calquer (to copy) and a loan translation is a calque from German 

Lehnubersetzung. So i s its proper name in Hindi udhar anuvad since udhar is a Sanskrit word meaning "loan" and anuvad 

meaning "translation." 

Furthermore the difference between a calque and a loan translation is that a loan translation is left and used in the original 

language - i.e. English loan televijan (television) as opposed to a calque lhal i s translated into Hindi such as dDrdarša!J. 

32 Snell, R., (1988), HindTand UrdD since 1800, Heritage Publishers, New Delhi, page 221 
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Compare: 

E television ~ Greek tele (distant) + Latin derived vísíon 

thus 

H durdarsa(l ~ Sanskrit dur(distant) +darsa(l (vision) 

We could find many more examples like this. Compare : 

E telephone ~ Greek tele ( distant) + Latin derived phonos 

thus 

H durbha~ ~ Sanskrit dur(distant) + bha~ (speech) 33 

The main question that naturally arises is why should new Hindi terminology be created and 

coined when there already are words delineating and denominating the same object in English? 

The reason why Hindi is trying to find and convey new items is closely related to the post

independence language policy in India and the urge and effort to reinforce suddh HíndT and 

consequently avoid the use of Persian and particularly English words; to show and prove that Hindi is 

an equippolent obverse to English.34 

This policy of substituting English terminology with Hindi words, based on Sanskrit terminology, can be 

particularly observed in these areas : 

2. 7.2.1.Science, technology and medici ne 

dur sancar(telecommunication) dur níyantra(l (remote control) dur darsak (telescope) 

dur lekh (telegram), pragatí(progress), parívahan (transport) 

suk~m 'darsak yantr (microscope ), suk~mjív (microbe ), pra(lvayu ( oxygen) 

2.7.2.2. Politics and ideologies 

punjTvad(capitalism), samyavadl samajvad(communism) and even an adjective calque formation 

such as samajvadT pa(fí(communist party, which is a calque and a hybrid formation at the same time) 

2.7.2.3. Education, literatura and culture 

abhyas (exercise), amukh (preface), parísthítí(circumstance), tikh vyangy(sharp satire), 

lokgTt(folk song), mtJkhy nagar (metropolis) etc. 

33 As one can notice, these calques take advantage of the fact that both Sanskrit and English are lndo-European languages 

and that the process of "calquesation" is based and simplified by the analogy between Sanskrit and Latin derived English 

words. 

34 This stems from the controversial attitude towards the legacy of English and the English langauge in India. lt can be 

particularly traced in the post- independence policy whose goal was to initiate the withdrawal of English, and efforts to replace it 

by suddh Hindl But as Braj Kachru (2005) aptly points out, the situation after lndia's independence is rather in favour of English 

than sudh Hindl "However, the reality of use is different. The actua/ picture is one of ever greater socia/ penetration of English. 

The functional domains in which English is used have actua//y expanded rather than shrunk." Kachru, Braj 8.(2005), Asian 

Englishes Beyond The Canon, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, page 62. 
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From the morpholgical point of view, there is also a frequent and wide use of both Sanskrit 

and sometimes Persian affixes during the process of calquesation. 

Compare: 

Sanskrit prefix : !!. hind/ bha~i (non Hindí speaking) Sanskrit suffix : prakrt!fs (natural) 

Persian prefix : berozgar(unemployed) Persian suffix: ilaqa!_(loc§J]_ 

2.7.2.4. Calques created by inappropriate translations 

Furthermore we can also find examples of calques where the litera! translations seem 

to be inappropriate and look rather odd and comical. 

For example: 

janta seva (public service) 

bas seva (bus service) 

adhik.rt rel seva ejel(l(authorised, official railway service) 

ln these examples the Sanskrit word seva 35 means a care of a person or an animal, a service 

for church, an offer of servitude, worship thus is not an appropriate expression since the word seva 

connotates with and conveys the process of "offering" rather than the " provision of transport" which 

is the genuine meaning of the word service. 

Other illustrative example where the litera I translation is inappropriate would be sajjan ki saikil, 

literary meaning the bicycle of a gentleman as opposed to its original meaning "genťs bicycle." 36 

2.7.3. Communicative phrases 

We can also find a slightly different group of loan translations, i.e. words which already exist 

in Hindi (usually of Sanskrit or Persian orig in) but whose usage is determined by English conventions. 

I have particularly in mind the use of various greetings, formalities, collocations and idioms which 

were directly transfered into Hindi from English and which are associated with British culture. (i.e. "the 

noble, rich and preferential culture" as seen by the majority of lndians). The Indian person using these 

expressions wants to show a) that s/he is acquanted with the British culture and its conventions (i.e. 

has higher education) and b) to show his/her status at the same time. 37 These phrases could be 

divided into four categories depending on the semantic field and register they cover. 

35 McGregor R.S. (2003), The Oxford Hinlff- English Dictionary, Oxford University Press, page 1039 

36 Snell, R., (1988), Hindi and UrdD since 1800, Heritage Publishers, New Delhi, page 93 

37 1 have not found any extensive research on this topic, nevertheless it would be (from the socio-linguistic point of view) 

interesting to observe how the usage of such collocations, greeting etc. is determined by the economical status and wealth of 

the Indian speaker and also if, how and to what extent the usage changes with the presence of a ''white person." I encountered 

this feature many times in India, when I visited my gym at a five star hotel Clarks Shiraz in Agra. There were some Indian men, 

who after seeing me, started their conversation such as: "Suprabhat, sar. Ap kaise ha7?" (Good morning sir. How do you do?) 

These loan translation and their usage in upper classes are in a sharp contrast with the language of ordinary Indian people, 

especially in villages where they usually greet each other as he ram, ram! or namo šivaya! 
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2.7.3.1.Greetings, common phrases and formalities 

One of the most numerous groups are greetings that are literally translated from English into 

Hindi such as : 38 

suprabhát(good morning) or subh rátri (good night) 

dhanyavád (thank you) 

áp kaise haJ? (How are you?) 

2.7.3.2. Letter writing phrases 

Other examples of such loan translations can be seen in letter writing, its compellation and 

structure conditioned by E conventions.39 Compare: 

priy(dear) 

srl I sriinatr (Mr/ Mrs) 

ápká I ápkF (Yours masculine I feminine) 

merá nivedan hai (i submit) 

krpayá, SFghr uttar de (please reply soon) 

vinrt I ájfíakárlí (yours sincerely /faithfully m/f) 

punasca (post scriptum I P.S.) 

2.7.3.3. Newspapers 

Newspapers are one of the most important medium that was started and initially published in 

English and which, in vernacular languages, has been to a greater extent influenced by the English 

journalistic standards. Therefore we can read as follows : Dainik jágara(l, 27.3.2006, page 2, 

commenting on the visit of George W. Bush in Delhi and taking all the necessary safety precautions . 

....... savá! u.thá ha i k i ameriká ke rá~frpati járj bus di/fr aur ho_tal maury bhF surak~it ho ..... 

(The question arises if the American president G. Bush is safe in Delhi as well as in his hotel Maury) 

ln this phrase the H savá/ uthá haiis a clear calque of the E phrase The guestion arises. 

38 Besides these common greetings, I have also heard HindT native speakers, especially from middle and upper classes, saying 

ap svagat hai (you are welcome) when e.g. I was asking them a question or to do me a favour. The same loan translation can 

often be seen on differents boards, such as for instance this inscriptions from Agra·s railway station : 

agra agaman par apka hardik svagat kar'ta hai ( literally meaning : arriving in Agra be welcome) 

Quite similarly (although I have encountered this phrase only oral wise) it would be the situation with another phrase : 

Main ap ke lie kya kar sakta hú? (What can I do for you?) which I was asked on entering a sports shop Reebok in Jaipur, 

Rajasthan. Nevertheless it is true that I mostly heard these phrases only in bigger cities likes Jaipur or Delhi, especially in 

western shops and department stores, which may be a part of the managemenťs policy. 

39 ln terms of the abbreviations of names it is interesting to notice that over the last fifty years the name and surname·s initials 

have been modified according to the English alphabet (i.e. the pronunciation of the first letter of the name) instead of its HindT 

equivalent and the first syllable. Compare : Mohandas Karamchand GandhT, abbreviatd as Ma. Ka. Gandhl based on HindT 

alphabet as opposed to e.g. : Sancffp Pa tel Gupta abbreviated as Es.PT.Gupta based on the E alphabet. 
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2.7.3.4. Public notices, slogans and advertisements 

Another area where these English conventions are applied are various public notices, 

advertisements, slogans and proclamations. 

Compare for instance : 

a) A notice from the lndira Gandhi library in Delhi: 

Karyalay parisar mě dhtJmrpan, tambaktJ, gu.f'ka adi ka sevan kar·na evam thtJkna sakht mana hai 

Dhanyavad 

(lt is strictly prohibited to smoke, chew tobacco, spit in the vicinity of the library) 

b) A notice from a petrol station in Agra: 

K[paya, pa(trail pamp parisar mě ktJ.ra va khane pine ka saman na phěkě 

Dhanyavad 

(Piease I we ask you not to drop litter and the containers of food and drinks in the vicinity of the petrol 

station.Thank You) 

c) A slogan I advertisement on buses of Delhi 

vis v ki sab se baripradD$a!J niyantrit sien ;7 bas seva 

(The world biggest pollution repressed /restrained, controlled bus service C.N.) 

2.7.4. Neologisms 

A neologism is a new word or expression, often coined from existing words or roots.40 To put it 

for aur use and purpose, these will be words, terms and expressions borrowed and based mostly on 

the tatsama words. Neologisms, as compounds and syntagmas, in HindT can be created by combining 

existing words or by giving words new and unique prefixes or suffixes in order to describe, identify and 

coin new terms for new items, inventions and phenomena. 

For example: 

akasa va(1i4 1 meaning a heavenly voice as a neologism for radio. 

mahajal meaning a big web as a neologism for the internet. 

The reason why this is happening, alike in the instance of calques, is the endeavour to replace 

already existing words,usually in English or of English origin, by so called suddh Hind~ i.e. by words 

and terms that are mostly based on Sanskrit, thus avoiding the use of English words. 

40 Shackle, C. and Snell R. (1988), Hindi and Urdu since 1800 /A Common Readerl, Heritage Publishers, New Delhi, page 

221. 

41 The national radio, popularly known as All India Radio was started in 1936 and renamed as aka$a va(Ji in 1957. lt is the 

sister service of the national television durdar_sa(l. 8oth of these Government corporations broadcast in suddh Hindi. 
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Nevertheless, the crucial question concerning both neologisms and calques used in HindT is, 

to what extent are they coined for the sake of purity, i.e. used only by a very restricted group of people 

and government owned institutions, and to what extent are these new words really used in the media 

and widely accepted by the general public since this, in my opinion, is the general measure of success 

I failure of a new word.42 

Moreover, we can generally say that the English loan words have remained generally more 

familiar than the new HindT coinages. The reasons are many, nevertheless one of them is that the 

components of the coinages are sometimes used in ways which bear little relationship to their main 

areas meaning as Sanskrit words. Sometimes, their Sanskritic origins can also seem awkward at 

variance with its modern context of use such as Sanskrit neologism vaidyutagaman nirgaman 

niyantraf} upadhi for a remote control . 

All these factors have worked against ready acceptance of the HindT neologisms,especially 

those in technical fields, that have been proposed in numbers both by lexicographers and by Indian 

government agencies. The last factor working against a wide acceptance of neologisms has been that 

there has been no agreement on the forms to be used, or on their exact senses, so that competing 

expressions have sometimes gained a confusing, nominal currency, i.e. which eventually results in 

favour of the English loans. 

2. 7.4.1. My Persona I Experience with the Use of Monolexical I Polylexical Calques and Neologisms in 

Agra, Uttar Pradesh, India. ( September 2005 to April 2006) 

Let me illustrate this former supposition on a short but very apposite example from up-to-date 

India itself. lt is based on my own experience from a two-semester scholarship at KendrTy HindT 

Sansth~m in Agra. (a government owned institution) 

At the very beginning of the first semester I was talking (in HindT) to one of aur Sanskrit professors 

Mrs Pu!?pa. We were debating modern technologies and inventions. When it came to that point I 

naturally used most of the terms from English e.g. rer;lio (radio), kampytJ,tar (computer), i(J.,ferne.t 

(internet) etc. while speaking the rest in HindT. Nonetheless, I was quite surprised when Mrs Pu!?pa 

briefly interrupted me and told me that there was no need to use English terms when they had their 

"own". 

42 This problem of purity for the sake of general use, acceptance and comprehension will also be discussed in the section of 

Hindi, Indian Constitution and language policy especially after 1947. lt is necessary to bear in mind that even though 

Constitution clearly states Hindi as the official language, it also clearly names Sanskrit as the primary source; a source to which 

Hindi should resort when looking for, enriching and developing new vocabulary and conveying new meanings. Here, it is 

especially the Article 351, Directive for development of the Hindi language, which says: "ft sha/1 be the duty of the Union to 

promote the spread of the HindT /anguage, to develop it so that it may serve as a medium of expression for a/1 the elements of 

the composite cu/ture of India and to secure its enrichment by assimilating without interfering with its genius, the forms, style 

and expressions used in HindustanT and in the other /anguages of India specified in the Eighth Schedule, and by drawing, 

wherever necessary or desirable, for its vocabulary, primarily on Sanskrit and secondarily on other languages. " 

http:// indiacode.nic.in/coiweb/welcome.html. 
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I didn 't quite understand what she meant by "their own" because I had heard and seen these 

terms widely used both by general public and by various kinds of media. She also told me that it was 

better to say a kasa va(li for radio, parikala!J or sailga(lal for computer etc ...... and that there are a ll 

terms ranging from science to modern technologies already included in Sanskrit, thus in HindT. 

I have to say and admit it is true (theoretically) but practically completely out-of-touch with 

reality and with what I have mentioned above as "acceptance by the general public".43 Nevertheless, I 

wanted to verify such statements, including the use of both calques and neologisms in Hindi, in reality 

and decided to prepare a small questionnaire. I wrote a list of items both in English and HindT, mostly 

containing technical inventions . 

Then I went to the internet café, called lway, and interviewed the staff-two men, aged 26 and 

28 working there. I supposed this would be the most "reliable" source since they used various 

technologies on a daily basis and would have to use this terminology a lot. The interview was 

conducted in Hindi so as to avoid the "English" influence. 

My first question was: Which of these two words /from each pair/ do you use on daily basis? 

And my second question: When I say the Hindi equivalents, would you understand what the word 

means and denominates? 

The results were quite interesting. ln the first case the answers were unanimous, i.e. they 

used the English terms. ln the latter case they had difficulty understanding the meaning of parikalak 

(computer) and par'da (screen). 

My questionnaire looked like this: 

T echnical terms in T echnical terms in Question 1: Question 2: 

English HindT, i.e. usually calques Do you use the English or Do you understand what the 

or neologisms HinciT terms? Hwordmeans 

1) CALQUES 

telephone diJr'bha$ E yes 

television diJr'darsa(l E yes 

computer parikalak I sanga!Jak E no 

keyboard kiJii j7 phalak E yes 

mou se miJ$ak E yes 

2) NEOLOGISMS 

radio aka$a va!Ji E yes 

screen par'da E no 

internet ma hajal E yes 

43 I would compare this situation to another frequently heard statement in India since it seems to follow the same logic and 

substantiation as the previous one. lt is the assertion that Sanskrit is a spoken and "vivid" language. Again, this is true 

"theoretically", being restricted to a small and rather unusual groups of "pundits" conversing in Sanskritit. But again- practically, 

from the criterion mentioned above, I really doubt it could and would be used by the general public. 
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lt is necessary to add that throughout my entire eight-month stay in India, I visited countless 

internet cafés in Nothern India and especially in Uttar Pradesh. 

Every time I asked the same two questions mentioned above. Unsurprisingly, the answers, i.e. the 

words used by the internet staff, were quite similar to these from Agra. 

2.7.5. Hybrid polylexical naming units (HPNU) 

E loan words in general do not only add to the vocabulary of Hindi but are often responsible 

for various hybrid formations, i.e.hybrid polylexical naming units. HPNU are these formations that 

contain elements in which at least one item is from English. 

The HPNU are of various types, depending which word class they belong to. 

2.7.5.1. Noun phrases 

A large group of hybrid compound nouns can be found as weii.These are the words that 

contain one item from English and are of two ma in types : 

2. 7.5.1.1. Determinative Noun Phrases 44 

i.e. the English component is in the second place and it is qualified by the first word without 

losing its grammatical independence. 

For example: rik$a steo9' (riksha stand) sarkar haus (government house) 

2. 7.5.1.2. Atributive Noun Phrases 

Where the English component is in the first place and the second word loses its character as a 

noun and together with the first word becomes an adjective with a possessive meaning. 

For example:box I _tikat va/a (the person carrying boxes/selling tickets), .fika.t ghar (ticket box),rel gatf 

(train), kampani bag (garden of a company), jel khana ( mess in prison) 

2.7.5.2. Verbal phrases 

Hybrid formations also play an imporatnt role in verbal-nominal expressions (VNE) .These are 

expressions that consist of a verb and a noun structure one of which is taken from English. As Braj 

Kachru (1983) points aut VNE could be divided into two groups:45 

44 These are of the same type as the Sanskrit tatpuru$a compounds, literally meaning "his servant", particularly its variety 

called karmadharaya. ln karmadharaya variety of compounds the component words would stand in the same case if the 

compound were dissolved. E.g. rik$a and sfe(l{j 

4s Kachru, Braj, B. (1983), The !ndianization Of Eng/ish I The Eng!ish language in India/, Oxford University Press, New 

Delhi, page 200. 
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2. 7.5.2.1. Verbal-nominal expressions (VNE) called parallellexical sets 

The first group of VNE is called "parallel lexical sets" because there already are native terms 

for such words and expressions, either in Sanskrit or in Persian. 46 

Examples of such parallel sets would be : 

Sanskrit forms Persian forms Englishized forms English meaning 

arambh kar'na sunJ kar 'na bígin kar'na to begin 

prayog kar'na istemal kar 'na yuz kar'na to use 

cinta kar na phikr kar'na varí kar'na to worry 

prafik$a kar'na intazar kar'na vet kar'na to wait 

pyarkar'na muhabbat kar'na tav kar'na to love 

2.7.5.2.2. VNE that do not have parallellexical sets 

Second group of VNE does not have parallellexical sets and are mostly created by borrowing 

an English word and adding HindT verbs such as karna (do), hona (be), fena (take), dena (give) etc. 

The structures of these VNE can be of two types, depending whether the English component was 

borrowed a s a no u n or a verb : 

a) There are VNE where the verbal item is from English and the verb from HindT. Nevertheless, the 

English verb is borrowed and used as a noun in HindT 

For example: fil kar'na (to feel), tray kar'na (to try), bor kar'na (to bore), setisfay kar na (to satisfy) 

b) And these VNE where the nominal item is from English (borrowed into HindT as a noun) and HindT 

verb. 

For example: permi$an dena (to grant permission), help dena,(to give help), ha!Jdey fena (to take a 

holiday) 

Unlike the first group of VNE parallel sets which are an interesting example of the structure of 

the multilingulal verbal repertoire47 , the latter group of VNE usually compensate for missing words and 

expressions in HindT and it is basically the result of the process of filling the "lexical gaps" . 

46 This group of parallel lexical sets is interesting from the sociolinguistic and language register point of view. Why does a HindT 

native speaker opl in his conversation for the English equivalent such as Ma7 bigin kar sak 'fa (I can start) instead of its Sanskrit 

and Persian form such as MaT arambh I surD kar sak 'ta. What i s the reason and the impulse to do so? 

Kachru,B. (2005), Asian Eng/ishes Beyond the Canon, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, page 106 : "The motivation is 

main/y sociolinguistic. ln many South Asian languages, the borrowed word from English is perceived as neutral in many 

interactional contexts, or its use implies a certain status, class or Ieve! of education. This may not be true, in the same sense, of 

a word from Sanskrit or Persian or from a local source. The English word or phrase where the equivalents are available in an 

Indian /angauge is vety common in educated in forma/ speech." 

47 lbid page 104 
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Unsurprisingly, these VNE are from these fields where English is the dominant language , 

such as: 

• IT technologies : klik kar'na (to click), inzerl kar'na (to insert) , svic kar'na (to switch) dayal kar'na 

{dial, phone), esemes kar'na (to write sms), fon kar na (to phone), fax bhej'na (to send a fax) 

• science and medicine: klon karna (to clone), apare$!J karna (to operate), eks re karna (to X-ray), 

• administration : brayb fena (to ta ke bribes), fayn dena (to fine). 

2.7.5.3. Hybrid Coordinate Syntagmas (HCS) 48 

Hybrid Coordinate Syntagmas are a complex process that arises when an E loan word is 

introduced along with the native word of the same meaning and later becomes an integral part of it. 

Thus, HCS consists of two fixed words, one of which is from English and have roughly the same 

meaning as the vernacular word. 49 HCS are used to intensity the sense of the word. The position of 

the English loan word can be on either places, nevertheless its use its strictly given by the convention 

rules, meaning there is a general order that cannot be violated. HCS are of two types : 

a) HCS with the English loan word in the first place of the formation : 

E tebu/(table) + H mez(table)-7 tebu/-mez( table) 

E kart (court) + H kach'ri(court) -7 kart-kach'ri(court) 

E katan (cotton) + H kapas (cotton) -7 katan-kapas (cotton) 

b) HCS with the English loan word in the second place of the formation: 

H pha/(fruit) + E phnJt(fruit) -7 pha/-phnJt (fruit) 

H /athi(stick) + E stik(stick) -7 lathJ-stik(stick) 

2.7.5.4. Echo Formations 

These are the formations that use an English loan word taking advantage of its echo-word. 

Echo formations are used in the sense of et cetera et cetera. 

For example: 

pen-sen or pen-pun ("pen" - meaning any writing instrument) 

pensí!- vensil("pencil" or any writing instrument) 

taim- vaim ("time" meaning time in general) 

4B "Hybrid reduplication is a feature that Hinát came up with somewhere in the 15th century. This is a process when a loan 

word becomes an integra! part of the expression such as e.g.dukh-taklif( trouble), kala- syah ( black), vivah-sadi (marriage), 

dhan-dau/at (money). General/y, the pa !tem is !haf the first word is trom Sanskrit (the native stock) and the second i s of Persian 

ar Arabicorigin." Singh, R. (1998), Lectures Against Sociolinguistics, Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers, New Delhi, page 5. 

49 lt is interesting to notice that most people even do not notice ar perceive that one of the components is of English origin, i.e. 

they use it as an integral part of the word. 
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kapT-sapT("copy"). There is even a semantic shift from its original English meaning. ln Indian 

English this means an exercise book thus the echo word means an exercise book or anything else to 

write in. 

lt can be generally said that unlike the HCS, the echo formations can be freely formed from 

any English loan word and its echo sound.Thus, a Hindi native speaker can basically create any new 

echo formation such as kar-sar( "car" or any vehicle), bíl-víl ("bili" or any other receipt) etc. 

2.8.0. Hindi and English: The mutual influence 

This chapter would not be complete if I did not mention the opposite part of the linguistic 

process, i.e. the influence of Indian languages on English. This influence is evident from the number of 

Indian words that have made their way into the English Dictionary. Speaking in numbers, according to 

the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) English contains more than 60 000 words. Furthermore, aut of 

these sixty thousand words, the (OED) lists about 1000 words of Indian orig in. 5o 

The loan words of Indian origin in E can be divided into three groups; 

Firstly the words that have no equivalent in English such as sarí, satí, swastíka or yoga. 

Secondly the words that have undergone various semantic changes, such as purdah. ln the 

English context purdah is register-restricted and is always preceded by- woman, - system, or- lady. 

However, in Hindi-UrdO par'da does not have such register restrictions. lt has various meanings such 

as drapes, curtain,veil, wall, layers, and screen as well. 

And lastly the third group of Indian words that already had their equivalent in English but were 

borrowed and used because they sounded different, trendy and exotic, such as paríah or pundít. 

Generally, we can say that words of Indian origin, let it be fom Tamil, Malayalam,Telugu, 

BengaiT, Hindi, etc. have been loaned ever since the 17th century. The lexical range is vast and covers 

areas ranging from fabrics, clothes, plants, fruits, animals, in the 17th and 18th century to the sphere of 

religion, philosophy, politics and fashionable words from the second half of the18th to the 20th century. 

lt is necessary to add that this process has not ceased but naturally continues untill nowadays. 

Among the 80 new words recently included in the lexicon of the OED are words such as 

badmash (a worthless or a clever person), hawa/a (illegal currency exchange), bandh (curfew) or 

dhaba (open air highway-side eatery). 51 

The lexicon of Indian orig in in English from the semantic point of view :52 

SEMANTIC AREA EXAMPLES 

Fauna anaconda, cheetah, mongoose 

Flora, fruits and others Jack fruít, mango, neem, orange, ríce, sandal, teak 53 

5° Krishnaswami, N. (2006), The Story of English in India, Foundations Books, New Delhi, page 169. 

51 www. chillybreeze. com 

52 For more information on the particular origin of these words see http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_oCEnglish_words_of 

lndian_origin ar for a very thorough and extensive description see Lewis, I. ( 1991), Sahibs, Nabobs and Boxwallahs, Oxford 

University Press. New Delhi, pages 5- 40. 
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Spices, culinary terms,food and betel, chai, chowpatty, chutney,curry, ghee, ginger, kebab, 

others punch, sugar 

Clothes,dressing, materials and bangle, bindi, calico, cashmere, dungaree, indigo, jodhpurs, 

accessories jute, pyjamas, sari, shawl 

Things from everyday use cheroot, cot, rattan, shampoo 

Terms from Indian philosophy, ahimsa, ashram, avatar,ayurveda, dharma, guru, karma, 

religion, politics and fashionable manda/a, nirvana, pundit, satyagraha , sutra, svadesi, 

words swastika, yoga 

Others bazaar, bungalow, caravan, catamaran, dinghy, jungle, loot, 

thug54 

2.8.1. Pronounciation and spelling of Indian words in English 

'The human ear is far from accurate, particularly the Eng/ish ear, which is unaccustomed to a definite system of 

pronunciation in its own atphabet, especial/y as regards vowel sounds. The consequences are an entire 

misrepresentation of the origina/ spe/ling, and a fota! wan! of consistency, the vety same word being written in 

evety possible variety of ortography. "55 

Similar to the situation with the pronounciation of English loan words in Hincft, the Indian 

words naturally undergo certain changes. Throughout the history of English in India, English has 

gathered many words from all over India, adapted them to its grammar and spelling, sometimes also 

changing their appearance beyond recognition. The pronounciation too, took a different tone, in these 

Indian borrowings, i.e. they were adjusted to the E phonological rules. 

The important modifications were mainly seen in the sounds of /tland /dl ln the North Indian 

languages /tl is mostly pronounced as Ia/, as in thing, while the /d/ is pronounced as /ó/, as in this. 

Thus, when a word from this region came to English, the sound came with a hard /tl and /d/ as in 

dungaree (from HindT dum gr~ and swastika (from Sanskrit svastika). 

However, the words that came from South Indian languages took the exact opposite course, with /tl 

and/cf/, being pronounced softly or not at all, such as in cheroot(from Tamil churuttulshuruttu). 

sJ There is one person in particular owing to whose influential writing many names from Indian flora, beasts, birds and reptiles, 

even using their correct names in Anglo-lndian spell ing, came into a common knowledge of the people in Great Britain. 

Rudyard Kypling (1865-1936) used many words of Indian/Hindi origin in his writing. E.g. mugger (H magar, i.e. crocodile), jungle 

(H jan gal, i.e. forest), band ar log (H ban dar log, i.e. monkey people),Shere Khan (H ser, i.e. tiger), the tulsi plant (H tu/si, i.e. 

the holy basil of Hindus), etc. lbid, pages 27 to 33 

S4This word penetrated to English from a term for one person of a band of assassins, formerly active in northern India, who 

worshipped KaiT and offered their victims to her. Thus thug has a meaning of a criminal who treats others violently and roughly, 

espcially for hire. This word is widely used in English. See Dahl, Royald (2001), Esio Trol, Puffin Books, London, page 6 : 

"Oh, if on ly he kept tel/ing himself, if on ly he could do something tremendous li ke saving her /ife or rescuing her from a gang of 

armed thugs, if on!y he could perform some great feat that would make him a hero in her eyes .... " 

ss Lewis, I. ( 1991 ), Sahibs, Nabobs and Boxwallahs, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, page 1 
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And lastly since English, unlike Hindi, is not a phonetic language, i.e. words are pronounced 

differently than they are written, words have many variants of spelling. 

For example: 

The Great Grey Crane of India (Grus Grus Lifordi), in HindT kulang, has been variously transcribed in 

Enlish since the 17th century as co/um, kolong, kul/um, coo/en or coolung. 

2.9. Conclusion 

As we have seen in this chapter, HindT,throughout its complex history, has borrowed words 

from three main groups, i.e. from Sanskrit, from a special category of vernaculars and from the 

languages forced from outside such as Arabic, Turkish, Persian as well as European languages such 

as Portuguese and French. 

From the European languages, the Hindi vocabulary was particularly influenced by the 

English words that were borrowed either as monolexical or polylexical naming units. This process of 

borrowing was particularly strong from the second half of the 19th century when the Hindi lexicon 

started to be filled up with the English loan words and this trend could also be observed in spoken 

Hindi as well. Thus, we see many English loan words that were borrowed with a western lifestyle, i.e . 

.tebu/.(table) or jin (gin) and in some cases the English loan words started to substitute native words 

such as E rD/(rule) for H niyam. 

We can furthermore conclude that the motive for borrowing the English words in Hindi can 

generally be divided into two groups. Firstly linguistic, i.e. words in which the borrowed term 

represented a new concept, feeling or object, previously unknown to the borrowing community, such 

as e.g. recjiyo (radio). Secondly non-linguistic, i.e. words whose usage was mainly influenced by 

social, political, cultural and prestigious considerations. Furthemore, it was particularly political and 

material dominance of English that provided it for legal, educational, political and administrative terms 

in Hindi, being followed by the terminology and lexicon from science, technology, medicine and pop 

culture in the 2Qth century. 

Concerning the semantic aspect, it is necessary to realize that some E loans on entering the 

Indian subcontinent have undergone various semantic changes such as narrowing, extension, 

alteration or deterioration of meaning. The lexical items borrowed from English can be found in every 

domain, there is, nonetheless a register of words which are, recently, extensively loaned from English, 

i.e. science and IT technologies, sport, fashion, advertising, slang etc. 

Furthermore, English loan words do not only add to the vocabulary of Hindi but are also 

responsible for various formations and features such as calques, neologisms and hybrid formations. 

On the other hand, English has also influenced Hindi in its phrazeology, i.e. not only by the direct 

borrowing of full sets of phrases but by the borrowing of various idioms as well. Many of these apply 

to social etiquette and were formed on the English pattern while using Sansktir vocabulary, e.g. ap 

svagat ha7(you are welcome). 
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And lastly it is only natural that the conquered language, i.e. HindT, ended up borrowing a lot 

more words than the conquering language, i.e. English.56 But, as I have demonstrated above, this 

can never be a one-way process. ln other words, not only were the Indian languages (HindT) 

influenced by English but the English language is simulaneously being ifluenced by the Indian 

languages as well. Naturally, as in the previous case with the English loan words in HindT, the 

pronounciatin, spelling and semantic shifts of Indian words occur as well once borrowed into English. 

56 This is so called Martineťs Rule that can be apllied to any conquered and conquering language. See also: Singh, R. (1998), 

Lectures Against Socio/inguistics, Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers, New Delhi, pages 5 and 6. 
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3.0.0. PHONOLOGICAL ADAPTATION OF ENGLISH LOAN WORDS 

IN HINDT 
rts mě koJ kanfyujan na hi ho sak 'ta, kyoki yah k lir ha i. "sT J 

There are a number of structural impacts on the linguistic structure of the HindT languge due 

to borrowing from English. One of these impacts is the phonological adaptation of E loan words. Just 

like HindT spoken in Uttar Pradesh is different from the HindT spoken in Madhya Pradesh, the same 

way it is different from the HindT spoken in Rajasthan. As we can see, there is a difference between a 

language even within in a country. ln other words there are many dialects of the same language. 

Furthermore, just like HindT spoken in India differs from the HindT spoken in e.g. the Fiji lslands, the 

same way the English (especially the pronounciation of E loans) in India differs a great deal from the 

English spoken in Great Britain. Naturally, there are also many varieties of a language. 

lt is obvious that due to historical reasons Indian pronunciation was based on British English 

and not e.g. American, Australian or Canadian English. Furthermore from the British English, it is a 

particular British dialect from the middle of the 19th century, called Educated Southern British English 

(ESBE), sometimes also denoted as Received Pronunciation (RP). The ESBE was further influenced 

by Scottish pronounciation, which makes this English rather archaic.58 For example: the English 

vowels from the 18th cen tury such a s /e.l and /o./ were diphthongized a s letl and /ou/, nonetheless 

they kept their monovocalic quality in HindT English.59 Also ESBE loses /rl at the end of a syllable and 

in the front of a vowel within a word, however it is retained or assimilated with the following phone /tl 

and/dl 

Except for these historical changes, it is also important to bear in mind that once an English 

word is borrowed, it happens first orally, i.e. the word is first pronounced before it is actually written. lt 

is also necessary to realize that HindT speaking people learn HindT first, i.e. as their mother tongue, 

which consequently strongly forms habits which are bound to interfere with the English pronounciation. 

ln other words the phonological system of their mother tongue will have an influence on their 

pronunciation of E loans. As a result of this process, an E loan word is typically adjusted and recast so 

that it is in accordance with the phonological system of HindT.60 This in turn means that the E loan 

word is governed by the same phonological laws of HindT as its native words. 

Furthermore, English loans are able to introduce some new phonemes and phonological 

patterns which did not exist in HindT earlier.(e.g. a number of fricatives and a short /o/as in college.) 

57 Words of my professor on HindT language in Agra, India, Mr. Kumar when explaining HindT pronouciation and spelling. 

" There cannot be any confusion because i! is clear. " 

58 Balasubramanian, T. (2005), A Textbook of English Phonetics for Indian Studen/s, MacMillan India, Delhi, page 71. 

59" These features are also found in Scottish English and in some standard forms of American English." Nihalani, P. and Hosali, 

P. (2004), Indian and British English, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, page 205. 

ao Simultaneously these loan words are also adjusted so that they are in accordance with HindT morphology - as it i s shown and 

discussed in chapter 3. 
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Besides, English loans and their adaptation are also responsible for changes in the distribution 

of certain phonemes. (e.g. in HindT phonology lrlwas a conditional or positional allophone of /g'/which 

never occured in the middle orat the end of a word. 

However this has changed due to the English influence, when in words like lreg'íjo/ (radio), lga:rg'/ 

(guard), lca:rg'/ (card) lg'/ can occur medially or finally.61 Similarly, new clusters also came into 

existence e.g. /dramal(drama), /rizaltl(result) etc. Lastly, where there is no equivalent, as in case of 

some English vowels and consonants, HindT has a tendency to substitute them with its closest sound. 

Many times this means an amalgation of a few phonemes into one. (compare words such as e.g. plot, 

ball and laugh which are all pronounced the same in HindT) 

Concerning the phonetic notation of E loans, I use The lnternational Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 

which is considered a notational standard for the phonemic and phonetic representation of all spoken 

languages.62 Furthemore according to the same international standards, phonemic symbols are 

enclosed within slant lines e.g. /o/and phonetic symbols within square brackets,e.g. [aj 

Now, leť s examine some of these phonological adaptations: 

Phonological adaptation of English loan words in HindT 63 

3.1.Consonant shifts: 

There are 38 distinct consonant phonemes in HindT and 24 distinctive consonants in English (RP). The 

most common consonant shifts are : 

1) voiceless stops > unaspirated voiced stops 

collar /'kolar/ > /kalar/ 

2) fricatives > aspirated or unaspirated stops or approximants 

i.e. the aspirated /ph/is the original and native sound for HindT whereas /!lis a foreign sound that 

occurs in words of Persian, Arabic and English orig in. As a result, many HindT native speakers 

substitute /tl for /ph! 

fashion !"fCEJan/ > /phEJan/ 

safe r se1f/ > /se ph/ 

61 A Study of Loan Words in Pahari, D.D.Sharma, Panjab University, Chandigarh, 1979, page 12 

62 I use the following symbols from the English IPA: 

a) Consonants: 

/p/: pin, /b/: big, /tl: tea, /dl: do, lel: cat, lg/: go, fff: for, /v/: very, /s/: son, !zl: zoo, !ll: live, lm/: my, ln/: near. /h/: happy, 

!rl. red, ly/ : yes, /w/ : want, lel : thank, /ó/ : then, /fl : she, 131 : television, /tf/: child, /d3f : German, /fl/ : sing 

b) Vowels: 

/i:/: see, /rl: his, /e/: twenty, /cel: hat, /a:/: father, /o/: hot, /o:/: morning, /u/: football, /u:/: you. /tJ: sun, /3:/: learn, lal: letter 

c) Diphthongs: 

/er/: name./au/: no. /arl: my, /au/: how, /or/: boy, /ra/: hear, Iea/: where, /ua/: tour 

63 Varma, R.S. A Note on Phonological Substitution in English Loanwords in Hindi 
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3) the replacement of E dental fricatives lel and /0 />by H aspirated dentals //h/and /dh/or Ir;// 

replacement 

thin r ein/ > I thin/ 

then r Clen/ > /dhen/ 

4) replacement of E unaspirated dentals and alveolars > by retroflexive ones /tl> /.tl and /dl> Ir;// 

i.e. a general trend to celebralization that has the strongest tendency in Southern India. 

For example: 

motor 

telephone 

day 

r mautal > /mo!ar/ 

rteiifoun/ > f'!eiifol)/ 

r deii > /qe:/ 

5) ether shifts in the position of articulation such as : 

a) sibilant !Jl> /sl polish /'poliJI> /paiis/ 64 

b) fricative /z/> voiced palata! Id:,! zoo /zu:/ >I d:,u:/ 

c) fricative /3/ > voiced palata! Id:,! confusion /kan'fju: 3n/ > /'kanfju: d:,an/ 

6) occasional voice shifts 

decree /di'kri:/ > /'qigm/ 

fees f'fi:z/ > /phi:s/ 

7) occasionally ln/> /ll 

note r na utl > !loV 

8) normally Ir/ is retained in all positions, i.e. a rhotic accent /r/is pronounced wherever it occurs. 

Nevertheless Ir/ is not retained before /tland /dl. The quality of the Indian /rl is also different because 

it is stronger, less gulletal and more alveoral. Compare: 

card /'ka:d/ > /ka:t/ 

order 

lord 

1'21:dar/ > /adar/ 

/'b:d/ > /la:t/ 

64 Such a little shift may seem of no importance. Nevertheless I saw for myself that it can be very confusing. E.g. When I was on 

the train and at 4 a.m. there was a loud voice shouting lpa!Is/, /paiis/, i.e. "the police" at the top of his voice. A few minutes later 

when the person came to my seat, I realized that lpa!Islwas supposed to be lpa!Ijl. So instead of "the police" he was a person 

who earned money by polishing shoes, i.e. "shoe polish." 
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3.1.2. Semivowel and vowel shifts 

HindT has 11 vowels unlike English, where there are 20 vowel sounds.(RP) 

Of these, 12 are monophthongs and 8 diphthongs or vowel glides.65 

Just from this comparison it is obvious that there is a number of sounds in English having phonemic 

status, which does not find any place in the sound system of HindT. 

Thus it could be anticipated that the most sensitive area of interference or substitution will therefore 

be among vowels, particularly round open back short lal, Iang vowel /3:/and a ll 8 diphthongs. 

1) regularly lwland /vl> lul 

i.e. there is only one phoneme lul instead of the English phonemes /w/and !vl This means that when 

E words like wine or vine are borrowed into Hindi, the difference is not apparent. Compare 

wine 

vine 

/'wain/ > I uain/ 

/'vain/ > I uain/ 

Furthermore, /w/and /v/is also sometimes substituted by lb/ in stressed positions. 

2) changes of vowels accented or semi-accented in English 

a) usually /;;e/> Id but also /;;e/> lal 

bank /'bcel)k! > /bmkl 

tram ťtrcem/ > /tram/ 

b) usually lol> /a.:land Ia.:! > Ia.:! 

i.e. an amalgamation of three E phonemes lol, /o./and Ia./> /aa.l, thus the words plot, ball and laugh 

being pronounced the same. 

Compare: 

plot /'plot/> /pla:V 

ball /'bo:l/ > /ba:l/ 

laugh tla:f/ > /la:f/ 

c) usually Iei! >lel, /aul> lol 

i.e. monophtongization of semi-diphtongs. As I have mentioned above, this is not only a feature 

typical for Indian English but for Scottish or American English as well. 

jail /'d3eil/ > /d3e:l/ 

coat /'kaut/ > /ko:V 

However, some monophtongs can be perceived vice versa as diphtongs 

cancel /'kcensal/ > /kamsal/ or dress /'dres/> /cjrms/ 

65 For more details and comparisons of BRP and the Indian phonological system see Nihalani, P. and Hosali, P. (2004), Indian 

and British English, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, pages 207-215, and 229-230. 
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d) in the second syllable /aú> /aúand /aul> /aul 

cycle 

blouse 

r saikl/ > /saikii/ 

/'blauz/ > /biiaud3/ 

t) usually Ira/> /Ija:r/, Iea/> lel, /ua/> /u:/ 

beer 

bearer 

tour 

f'bia/ > /bija:r/ 

/'beara/ > /bera/ 

rtua/ > /tu:r/ 

g) other occasional shifts : 

coupon /'ku:pon/ > /ku:pan/ 

engineer /'end3I,ma/ > /md3mijar/ 

3) changes of vowels unaccented in English 

a) regularly III> li:/, lal> /a/in the final position 

company 

sofa 

/'kAmpani/ > /kampani:/ 

/'saufa/ > /sopha:/ 

b) some spelling pronounciation 

biscuit /'biskit/ > /biskuV 

3.1.3 Sequential shifts : 

1) consonant assimilation 

i.e. natural and universa! sound shifting due to the process of assimilation and dissimilation 

lantern J'lrentan/ > /lelte:n/ 

2) consonant elision 

i.e. the omission of one or more sounds such as a vowel, consonant or a whole syllable in a word 

producing a result that is easier for the speaker to pronounce. 

february rtebruari/ >/pharvari:/ 

3) metathesis 

i.e. altering the order of phonemes 

des k r deskl > /de ks/ 

signal /'signal/ > /sil)gal/ 
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4) Additional sounds 

What is interesting from the phonological point of view is the fact that Hindi has developed two 

strategies in order to adapt English consonant clusters, i.e. prothesis and insertion of a vowel. 

a) prothesis 

The first strategy is the process of prothesis, which is inserting a vowel in front of the 

consonant cluster. This method applies to a ll English loan words starting in /skl, /spl and /st/.66 The 

reason why prothesis happens is that no Hindi word starts in this combination of consonant clusters, 

respectively /skl, lsp/and /stl. Secondly, the prothesis is also dueto the fact that /kl, Ip/and /tl are less 

sonorous than /sl, so the II/has to be inserted. 

Compare: 

school 

spoon 

stati on 

/"sku:l/ > /Isku:l/ 

/"spu:n/ > /Ispu:n/ 

/" Steifn/ > /Istefaf]/ 

b) insertion is the second strategy how to adapt English consonant clusters in Hindi. lt is exactly a 

process of vowel insertion into the cluster. Unlike prothesis, insertion applies to all English loan words 

starting in /bll, lprl, /pll, /sll, /fr!, /sfl etc. ln general we can say that Hindi inserts a vowel before the 

strong segment, i.e. the more sonorous segment. Compare: 

blouse /"blauz/ > /b1laud3/ 

project 

please 

slipper 

/pra'd3ekl > /paro:d3akl 

r pli:z/ > /piii:z/ 

/" SIIpar/ > /siiipar/ 

5) syllabic consonant is supplied with a vowel 

middle /"midi/> /miQIII 

6) accentual shift resulting in a vowel change 

April /"mprii/ > /ap'n:l/ 

July /d3u:,la1 I> /"d3ula:ji:/ 

second 

chocolate 

/,sekand/ > /sa'kmt/ 

/,tfoklat/ > /"tfa:klet/ 

66 However in Eastern HindT and Panjabr there is only one way to incorporate or adapt these and it is the process of insertion. 

So, as a result the words such as school or spoon are pronouced as /sakul/ and /sapu:n/ instead of /rsku:l/ and /rspu:n/. For 

more details and explanation on prothesis, insertion and sonority hierarchy see Singh, R. (1998), Lectures Against 

Sociolinguistics, Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers, New Delhi, pages 48-56. 
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7) variations of the length 

i.e. sometimes the length of variations may occur, such as : 

diarrhoea /'daia,na/ > /da:janja:/ but also /da:janja/ 

Or even a length of variation along with a vowel change such as: 

police /pa"li:s/ > /poiis/ or /puli:s/ 67 

8) elision of /a/before Ir/ 

battery /'bretan/ > /bretri:/ 

9) miscellaneous sequential shifts : 

verandah 

theatre 

/va'rrenda/ > /baramda:/ 

r aiata/ > ;thetar/ 

1 O) in some cases it is possible to detect popular etymologizing and other morphological 

reinterpretations such as e.g. 

library l'laibran/ > /raibareli:/ according to a place in Uttar Pradesh called Rae Bareli 

11) doublets due to historical reasons : 

We can find older loans and their pronounciation together with their newer forms, i.e. older forms that 

found their way via Portuguese or French influence and sound system and then the same words were 

directly borrowed from English. This means that one word can have two forms. Compare: 

america /a'menka/ > Por. /amri:ka:/ and E /amenka:/ 

hospital /'hospitl/> Por. /aspata:l/ and E /haspi:tal/ 

October /'ak'toubar/ > /aktu:bar/ and /akto:bar/ 

3.2.0. Supra segmental features: 

ln terms of supra segmental features, three fields can be observed. These are tone group and 

intonation, rhythm and word-stress. 

3.2.1. Tone group- lntonation 

Hindi as well as English belongs to a group of intonation languages.68 ln both languages each 

sentence has a certain intonation, i.e. the melodie line or a pitch pattern. The pitch of the voice is used 

to express a statement, question, negative or along with facial expressions and body movements 

convey surprise, irony, disappointment etc. At the same time the intonation carries the meaning as 

well. 

67 Although pu/í:s reflects the English pronunciation better, the short form pulís is used more often. 

E.g. pulís sahay1a kendr(police help/information centre), pulís stesan (police station), vídesí pulís (foreign police) 

6B As opposed to so called ''tonal languages" such as Thai or Chinese, where a pitch is used to distinguish words. 
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3.2.2. Rhytm 

The biggest difference in terms of supra segmental features is at the level of speech rhythm 

and word stress. Despite the fact that both languages are intonation languages and of lndo-European 

origin, English is a stress-timed language. 

This means that certain syllables are highlighted over others through syllable length, vowel quality and 

pitch. Thus in a sentence, there are certain words that are stressed69 and others that are unstressedJO 

This is in sharp contrast with HindT which is a syllable-timed language where each syllable receives 

roughly the same timing and length. lt is therefore understandable and natural that an English phrase 

borrowed and used in a HindT sentence, is not influenced by the original rhytm, i.e. there is no 

difference between stressed and unstressed E words when used in HindT. 

3.2.3. Word stress 

A very similar trend can be also seen in terms of word stress of English loan words in HindT. 

Due to the fact that English is a stressed-timed language, multisyllabic words can have more than one 

stressed syllable. Nevertheless only one of those syllables receives primary stress, the other(s) 

secondary stress or almost no stress. The primary and secondary stress, i.e. functional stress, is used 

to distinguish between noun or adjective where the stress is on the first syllable and verbs where the 

stress is shifted to the second syllable. ln this case again, HindT being a syllable-timed language does 

not have this feature, i.e the functional stress is not important in terms of distinguishing word 

categories. Thus when an English noun and verb of the same form is borrowed and used, there is an 

absence of stress to distinguish these nominal categories from their verba I counterparts. 

We can simply say that the difference of E noun or verb borrowed into HindT is neutralised by melting 

the two different forms into one : 

Compare: 

import (n) 

import (v) 

object (n) 

object (v) 

rimpo:tl > rimpo:~ I 

lim'po:tl > /'impo:~ I 

/'obd3rkt! > /'abd3rk:tl 

I ob'd3rkt I> /'abd3rkt) 

Furthemore there are a few other changes71 such as that E disyllabic words with weak prefixes 

which are not accented on the root when borrowed into H as in their E form. 

For example: 

amount la'maunt/ > /'emaun:tf 

69 called content words, i.e. nouns, adjectives and main verbs 

10 called function word, i.e.auxiliary verbs, prepositions etc. 

11 For detailed description see Nihalani, P. and Hosali, P. (2004), Indian and British English, Oxford University Press, New 

Delhi, pages 212-217. 
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3.3.0. Writing system, spelling and the script 

English is written using the Roman Script whereas Hindi is written in the Devanagarl script. 

Unlike the spelling system of Hindi which is phonological, i.e. written the same way as it is 

pronounced where one letter of the alphabet stands for one sound, English orthography is historical. 

This means that the spelling of words often diverges to a great extent from how it is pronounced for 

one letter of the alphabet stands for more than one sound. That way it is on ly natural for English loans 

in Hindi to be transcribed phonologically, i.e. in the Devanagarl script, so as to avoid confusion about 

its pronunciation .Consequently there are very few E loans that are left in their English form, written in 

the Latin alphabet. n 

Then there is a small group of E loans in Hindi that are written and pronounced in different 

ways. This would apply to all E loans where the process of prothesis or insertion is usedJ3 

For example : 

school is written [skOl] but pronounced !Isku:/1 

blouse is written [blauz or blauj] but pronounced /biiaud3/etc. 

Furthermore, with the process of globalization and the boom of modern technologies 

especially computers, internet and mobile phones, there has been a strong tendency to write 

everything in Latin alphabet. However, unlike the English spelling, certain phonological rules and 

patterns can be seen in its orthography. ln spite of this phonological adjustment, the distinction 

between the lengths of vowels such as lal, lal, lil, lil, lul, lul is not made.74 Also the retroflex 

consonants such as /_tl, l_th/, /{jl, /(jh/, !(]!are not distinguished from their alveoral counterparts such as 

/tl, /th/, /dl, /dh/, ln! Similarly there is no difference between /s/,1$/,ls/, /17/and /17/and /r/and Ir! 

Compare (an sms from the Idea mobile operator) : 

[Aapka gaana Aapke mobile per. Ap mobile per sune apni pasand ke gaane. Abhi dia! kare 656 aur 

sune apni pasand ke gaane. T and C app/yj 75 

3.3.1. Punctuation marks 

Lastly from the syntactic point of view ,the written mode of Hindi has been influenced by 

English because the whole system of punctuation marks has been adopted from the English writing 

system. ln Hindi the punctuation marks were traditionally restricted to two vertical lines ''ll" termed 

viram, for marking the end of a paragraph, or a thought unit, and one vertical line "/" termed ardha 

viram, for a full stop_76 

n However, especially in the field of advertisement a small shift toward using the English loans written in Roman script, while 

the rest in HindT can be observed. E.g. from a billboard, advertising a TVS motor bike with special dampers, Agra, April 2006 : 

[ Superstar TVS (written in roman Script) saktisa!T rak;/ -svic saks badan barhi!io, kharab sa.rak bhul jao!] 

73 as mentioned above in 3.1.2. 4ab 

74 ln HindT vowels such as leland lol are always long. 

1s Your song on your mobile. Listen to your favourite songs on your mobile. Dial656 right now and listen to your favourite 

songs. T and C apply 

76 Englishes Beyond the Canon, 8. Kachru, Oxford University Press, New Delhi 2005, page 115 
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3.3.2. Special diacritic signs for English loan words 

Owing to the massive amount of E loans, new E phonemes that do not exist in Hindi were 

introduced.(e.g. the short open-mid back rounded vowel /o/as in hot). Naturally, there was a need to 

reflect this foreign sound in Hindi spelling. Therefore, a special sign i.e. a superscript sign has been 

invented to represent English /o/vowels that are alien to Indian phonology.77 

However, the supercsript sign for /o/ transcribed by@ I [ 31Ť, oř] does not distinguish between /a:/and 

/o:! Thus words such as an audio CD and complex are pronounced and written the same. i.e. with the 

italic letters [~. 

Compare: 

English /o:/ English /o:/ 

[~c;fiyo sk;fí] (CD) , [v~s) (voice) [k~mpleks] (complex), [tum~ro] (tomorrow) 

n Furthemore, it is also possible that there might be more superscript signs created such as [a] I [ 3lř, cf] before. The very next 

logical choice would be a superscript sign to represent the short open-mid front unrounded vowel lel as in gel which does not 

have any symbol or diacritic in Hinc!T script so far. Therefore there could be a superscript sign of [e] I[~] to represent the lel. 
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3.4.Conclusion 

We might conclude that English does not on ly enrich HindT vocabulary but also forces HindT to 

adapt E loans according to its phonological rules and patterns. However, the adaptation of E loans 

may in turn result in new structures of the sound-body of words, i.e. E loans are able to introduce 

new phonemes and phonological patterns which did not exist in HindT earlier. Compare the 

chronological table of phonemes: 

Original Sanskrit, i.e. Original HindT Original Arabic and Original English 

tatsama phonemes phonemes Persian phonemes phonemes 

Vowels: 

lal, Ia, lil, lil, lul, 1 tJ/, ;a;, 1a;, ;r;, !f;, ID;, 1u;, lol, I 11/, lal, 131, I 3."/, kl, 

lel, lol lel, lEl, I tl, 161 !:Jl, !:J.I 

Diphthongs: 

lai/, /aul, /au/,/au/ /ovl, /aul 

Consonants: 

Velar: 
--

/kl, /kh/, lg/, /gh/, /1]/ /q/, lkh/, lg/ 

Palatal: 

lel, lehl, /jl, /jh/, lfí/ /zl /fl, /tj/, 13/, /cf3/ 

Retroflex: 

(tl, (!hl, /r;f/,/r;fh/, ln/ !rl lrhl 

Dental: 

/tl, /th/, /d/, /dh/, /n/ 
lel, lál 

Bilabial: 

/pl, /ph/, lb/, /bh/, lm! /fl lf7]1 

Semivowel: 

ly/, /rl, 11/, /vl /w/, /vl 

Sibilants: 

!sl, J.sl, !sl, h, liJI 

Furthermore, concerning supra-segmental features Hindí does not abide the original stress 

and rhythm of E words and phrases once borrowed into Hindí. 

And lastly, besides the pronounciation, E naturally affects Hindí spelling as well which results 

into the creation of new superscript signs such as [aJ 1 f alf, oř} for phonemes /o./ and /o./ that are 

foreign to Hindí. 
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4.0.0. MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX 
From the point of view of English lexical borrowing it is interesting that Hindi has borrowed 

mainly nouns, very few adjectives, nearly no verbs and the verbs that have been borrowed, have 

been borrowed as nouns and adjectives. They are often used as components of VNE with H verbs 

such as kar'na (to do), hana (to be) etc. And lastly Hindi, very few inflectional morphemes have been 

borrowed, i.e. some English derivational affixes can be found in Hindi. 78 

4.1.Nouns 

As we can see from this, the most numerous group is nouns. 

When an English word is borrowed, it usually undergoes not only phonological but also morphological 

changes, so that the new word can be applied to the native system. ln other words, to be able to 

decline a word and make the plural number according to the rules of Hindi, the gender of a new word 

must be assigned in the first place. 

4.1.2. Gender 

Unlike English which does not have grammatical gender and adjectival agreement, Hindi 

distinguishes two grammatical genders, masculine and feminine. General rules of gender in Hindi are 

complicated and have many exceptions, however, two basic rules can be observed : 

a) Nouns denoting males are masculine and nouns denoting females are feminine. 

b) The typical ending of the masculine is -a, and the feminine is -1.79 

4.1.2.1. Gender assignment for the E loans 

ln the assignment of gender for the E loans, there are three general approaches that seem to 

take place. They are as follows: 

4.1.2.1.1. According to the ending of the E loan word, i.e. by the analogy of the ending 

The majority of nominal borrowings from English ends in a consonant just li ke the second type 

of Hindi masculine nouns such as kisan (farmer). 

For this reason there is a tendency to assign these loan words masculine gender. 

Compare: 

ho_ta/ m (hotel), brer;t m (bread) etc. 

1a Singh, R. ( 1998), Unguistic Theory, Language contact, and Modem Hindustanl, !The three sides of a Linguistic Story/, 

Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers, New Delhi, page 14. Furthermore compare : "A classified ana/ysis of loan words, which may 

be borrowed under any condition, shows that hierarchica/Jy the highest number of loan words belongs to the category of nouns, 

next to it come adjectives or verba/ phrases bul on the other hand numerals and pronouns are rare/y or never borrowed from 

other system." Sharma, D.D. (1980), A Study of Loan Words in Centra/ PaharT. Panjab University, Chandigarh, page 11. 

Or also see the classical study of language borrowing Weinrich (1953). 

79 The exceptions being : panl(water), dah/(yoghurt), gh/(purified butter) and mot/(pearl) which despite their ending- I are 

masculine. 
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However there are various exceptions to this rule, as several words ending in a consonant are 

assigned feminine gender. 

Compare: 

pensí/ f(pencil) 

bo.tal f(bottle) 

rel f(rail) 

lt is also possible to notice the effort to make the E loan univocally feminine, i.e. by adding the 

characteristic feminine ending - í. 

Compare: 

.tankFf(tank, pand), cím nFf(chimney), cjíg rFf(degree) 

4.1.2.1.2. By analogy with already existing synonyms 

As in the case of Sanskrit and Persian loans before, the assignment of gender can also be 

determined by already existing synonyms. 

For example: 

bas (bus) and kar(car) are both feminine by analogy with garF(car). 

pulís (police) is also feminine by analogy with Sanskrit sena (army). 

4.1.2.1.3. General dominance of masculine gender 

And lastly the fact that the masculine gender is universally dominant among the borrowings 

from languages that have no grammatical gender into languages that have grammatical gender. 

Compare: 

kek m (cake) ko.t m (coat), kalí) m (college), pres m (press), mfřing m (meeting), í(l.farne.t m 

(internet), kampjtJ.tar m (computer), bíl m (bil), svr.tar m (sweater), ríkárc;f m (record) etc. 

4.1.2.2.Variations of gender 

Some loan nouns are treated differently concerning the gender, by different speakers of Hindí, 

i.e. variations of gender can be observed. 

Compare: 

pík'carmlf(picture)--> 

film mlf (film)--> 

plet mlf(plate) --> 

yah mera I merFpík'car haí(lt ismy picture.) 

/agan accha I acchí film haí (Lagaan is a nice film.) 

mujhe ek níla I nm plet pas karo (Pass me one blue plate.) 

sígret mlf(cigarette) --> yah ap ka I kF síg re.t haí? (I s it your cigarette?) 

ho.tal mlf(hotel) __, hamara I hamarFho.fal vaha haí(Our hotel is there) 
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4.1.3. Number and number agreement 

Most of the E words once borrowed into H follow the original E number, i.e. the words that are 

singular in E are borrowed as singular into H and E plural words are borrowed as plurals. 

For example: 

Singular number: 

ho.tal sg (hotel), ple.t sg (plate), film sg (film) 

Plural number: 

.tra(larz pl (traders ), bra(larz pl (brothers) etc. 

However, some of the English words once borrowed into Hindi do not follow their E number, 

i.e. some words that are plural in E are borrowed as though they were singular. 

For example : 

macis f(matches) where macis is the singular form despite the E plural. 

The plural macise which would be the correct plural of E matches is not used at all. 

4.1.3.1. Number agreement of English collective nouns 

Furthermore Hindi does not reflect the growing tendency of English to apply plural agreements 

to singlar collective nouns (i.e."the government are", "the police are"). 

Compare: 

pulis yaha hai(The police~ here) x as opposed to pulis yaha haT(The police are here) 

gavarman.t nayT dii/J me hai (The government ~ in NewDelhi.) as opposed to gavarman.t 

nayT dii/J me haT (The government are in New Dei hi.) 

4.1.3.2. The English marker of plural -s 

ln terms of plurals, we can also find the use of the E-s, i.e. the marker of plural , incorporated 

into the Hindi form instead of making plural according to Hindi morphological rul es. 

Compare . 

.tra(lar~ m pl.. (traders) x and not .tra(lar pl. 

bra(lar~ m pl. (brothers) x and not bra(lar pl. 

4.1.4 Case 

Unlike English where case marking has almost disappeared, Hindi has the noun inflectional 

paradigm, i.e. declensions. Hindi has a system of two cases, i.e. the direct and oblique. The oblique 

case is mainly used in combination with postpositions.These postpositional constructions serve as a 

substitutive of declensions in the respective cases. Thus, e.g. the genitive case is expressed by 

combining the oblique case with the postposition ka. The postposition expresses gender, number and 

case. Understandably, when a new word is borrowed and the gender assigned, it is also automatically 

declined and inflected. 
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For axample: 

• Declension of a masculine noun, demonstrated on the word film f(film) 

us ki ek vide§ film hai (Sihe has o ne foreign film) 

us kibahut videSifilme hai (Sihe has many foreign films) 

ln filmo ka san git sun 'dar hai. (The music from the films is nice) 

• Declension of a feminine noun, demonstrated on the word cim nif(chimney) 

kar'khane ki cim ni dhua ugaťti hai (the chimney of the factory releases fumes) 

karkhan6 kicimniyá dhuá ugaťti hal (the chimneys offactories release fumes) 

4.2. Adjectives 

Very few English adjectives have been borrowed into HindT. From the loan adjectives 

brayt(bright), rayt(right), layt(light) or seksi(sexy) should be mentioned. 

ln case of the first three adjectives, i.e. bright, right and light - the analogy with an indeclinable HindT 

adjective ending, i.e. a consonant, such as lal (red) can bee seen. This means that the adjective does 

not change according to the gender of a noun, i.e. it has the same form for both masculine and 

feminine. 

Compare: 

lal kalam m (red pen) E layt kalam m (light pen) 

lal mez f(red table) E layt mez f(light table) 

As for declinable H adj. ending in a vowel such as naya mI nayif(new) and the subsequent 

adjectival agreement, it is interesting to notice that despite the ending of seksi (sexy), which is -i, 

sometimes even spelled and pronounced with Iang T, does not function as feminine. 

Thus we have seksi men m (sexy man) but also seksi ler;fi (sexy lady) I and not seksa mard m as 

opposed to seksi /seksi aurat f. 

4.2.1. Newly formed adjectives 

Furthermore, a small group of newly formed adjectives, usually belonging to calques, can be 

found. These adjectives are formed from E nouns while adding a Hindi affix of Sanskrit orig in. 

For example: 

E noun film (film) + H suffix i .... filml (adjective) 

E noun skú/ (school) + H suffix i .... skuli (adjective) 

E noun kampyD.tar(computer) + H suffix ik.,rt-> kampyD,tar!JgJ.(computerised I adj.) and the subsequent 

calque: kampyD,tar!JgJ. arak$8(1 kendr(computerised reservation centre) 
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4.3. Numerals 

Various English numerals have been borrowed into Hindí and are of three following types. 

4.3.1. Cardinal Numerals 

English cardinal numbers are used on an every day basis, even by nearly illiterate people and 

sometimes, especially in shops, markets or bazar the E numerals compete with their Hindí 

counterparts. 

For example (in a shop): yah cakale.t kiťne ka hai? yah .tve(7.fi rupaye ka hai. (How much is 

this chocolate? lt is twenty Rupees.) Notice that Hindí numeral 20 (bls) is not used. 

Furthermore in terms of cardinal numbers, a trend to use "ek" (one) as an equivalent to the 

English indefinite article can bee observed. Sentences such as : mal ek ,ticar hu (I am a teacher) 

where the indefinite article is redundant and also quite foreign to Hindí sentence structure can be 

heard not only in colloquial Hindí. 

4.3.2. Ordinal Numerals 

English ordinal numbers are also frequently used, especially farst. (first) and seko(1r;f 

(second). 

For example: seko!Jrj klas (second class on the train as opposed to Hindí,Sanskrit based dvitiy sre(li) 

4.3.3. Multiple Numerals 

The most common from multiple numerals are : rjabal (double) which is most often used in a 

collocation such as r;faba/ rotl (toast bread) and fripal or frí,o/(triple). 

4.4. Verbs 

As I mentioned above, it is not common for Hindí to borrow simple verbs such as help (help), 

tray(try) or ve.f(wait) as verbs but to borrow them as nouns or adjectives while creating various verba! 

nominal expressions such as help kar'na (help), tray kar'na (try) or vet kar'na. 

However, there are a few exceptions such as the verb pas (to pass) which can be used, especially in 

colloquial Hindí, as pas na instead of pas kar'na. 

Compare: 

vah is test pas karega (He will pass the test- using the VNE) 

meanwhile in colloquial Hindí 

vah is test pasega (He will pass the test) 

4.5. Other Morphological features and formations 

From the morphological perspective, there are other creative processes due to the English 

influence. This is also one of the very rare cases when Hindí is able to create composites. The 

formations are of the following types: 
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4.5.1. Formation of new I hybrid adverbs 

New adverbs are formed using the Hindi prefix of Persian origin be (without) and an E loan word. 

For example: 

behe(f (headlong) or be.taym (not the right time) 

4.5.2. Formation of new I hybrid postpositions 

A similar trend can be observed in the instance of postpositions where the Hindi particle ke is 

used in the combination with the E preposition through, so that a new hybrid postposition [ke thruj, 

/ke: eru./(through) is created. lt is used in the sense "through the offices, by means of." 

However, the use of such Hindi-English postpositions is restricted to colloquial Hindi only.so 

4.5.3. Formation of new I hybrid compounds 

English words such as he9'(head) and ful(full) are used in many Hindi compounds. 

We can say that these E words almost became affixes. 

For example : 

he9'pal}9'1f(from the Anglo Indian "head pundit") 

he9' babu (the director of the office in India) 

4.6.0. Syntax 

Not only Hindi lexicon, phonology and morphology has been influenced by English, but H 

syntax as well. However, it is necessary to add that a large number of syntactic features are restricted 

to either spoken or written modes. ln some cases this restriction applies to the frequency of use. ln 

general we can say that most syntactic changes, due to the influence of E, are register-dependent and 

have a high frequency in register of law, journalism and news broadcasting, i.e. all the media originally 

started in English. 

The English influence on Hindi syntax can be particularly seen in the following areas: 

4.6.1. Word order 

As opposed to the original word order in Hindi, which is SOV (subject-object-verb), the change 

of word order dueto the SVO construction of English can be observed. This change is used mainly in 

written Hindi for stylistic effects. 

For example: 

Original Hindi word order (SOV) : 

The E influence and the SVO order : 

ap(S) kitab(O) parh rahe hai (V,) ("You a book are reading.") 

ap (S} parh rahe hai (V,) klfab (O) ("You are reading a book.") 

80 Shackle, C. and Snell R. (1988), Hindi and UrdtJ since 1800/A Common Reader/, Heritage Publishers, New Delhi,page 77. 
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4.6.2. lmpersonal constructions 

The use of impersonal constructions in HindT is an innovation normalized under the influence 

of E. lt originally started under the influence of E in the news media, but has now been extended to 

colloquial styles as we11.s1 

For example : 

dekha gaya haí (it i s seen) where the H active form dekh 'te haí would normally be u sed 

suna gaya haí(it is heard) where the H active form sun' te haí would normally be used 

kaha gaya haí (it is said) where the H active form kah 'fe haí would normally be used 

4.6.3. Passive voice 

The use of the passive voice is another innovation normalized in the newspaper style under 

the influence of E, i.e. passivization with the agent NP in HindT. This passive construction with over 

manifestations of the agent has a high frequency in the formal register of HindT. 

Compare: 

hemle( sekspTr ke dvara líkha gaya tha (Hamlet was written by Shakespeare) 

4.6.4. lndirect speech 

The indirect speech and the back shifting of a pronoun is a feature attibuted to the English 

influence. Originally in HindT, there is not a back shifting of the pronoun. 

Compare these two sentences where the first person pronoun maT (I) changes to the third person vah 

(he) dueto the E influence. 

Compare: 

Original HindT structure: Pol ne kaha kí maT ja raha hu ("Paul said that !_am going") 

The back shift of the pronoun: Pol ne kaha kí vah ja raha haí ( "Paul said that he is going") 

4.6.5. Post-head realative clauses 

Lastly, the E influence on HindT syntax can be found in post-head relative clauses, where the 

relative marker jo (who, which, that) follows the head noun. 

For example: 

admljo anevala haí, vah mera mítr haí ("The person who is com ing ismy friend.") 

as opposed to the original H structure: 

jo adml anevala haí, vah mera mítr haí("Who person is coming, he ismy friend.") 

a1 "Until recently, the /ocal language media in Asia was fu/ly dependent on the teleprinters and telegraphic transmission in 

Eng/ish. A quick process of translation- a/most instant- was used to translate the news items from English to local languages. 

Thus there was a very close adherence to the text What origina//y appeared as a close translation from English, gradua//y 

became institutionalized in a particu/ar register, and then, slowly found its way in wider use." Kachru, Braj 8.(2005), Asian 

Englishes Beyond The Canon, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, page 107. 
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4.7. Conclusion 

ln this chapter I attempted to demonstrate various morphological processes from the very 

moment the E word is borrowed and used in Hindi. Since the majority of E loans in Hindi were said to 

belong to a category of nouns, gender assignment and common principles concerning this matter has 

been shown. I have also demonstrated how certain words tend to undergo morphological changes 

according to grammatical and morphological rules of Hindi fully while others do on ly partially and some 

do not at all. 

Furthemore the English influence on Hindi morphology can be particularly observed in creative 

processes and morphological hybrid formations, such as compounds, adjectives, adverbs or 

postpositions where the E components play a substantial part. 

And lastly, we have seen, that it is not only the Hindi morphology that was influenced by 

English, but the same applies to the Hindi syntax as well, i.e. it has been influenced by the English 

structure to a great extent. Thus features like word order, impersonal construction, passive voice, 

indirect speech and post-head relative clauses are a clear example of the English influence upon 

Hindi. 
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5.0.0. SOCIOLINGUISTICS 
India is the second most populous country in the world with an estimated 1,095,351,995 s2 

people. However, it is important to bear in mind that out of this number 75%, i.e. approximately 

750 million people, is estimated to live in villages and only 25% in cities. Thus this number clearly 

confirms the locution that India is a country of villages and on ly demonstrates the fact how difficult it is 

to make any general statement. (the HindT-speaking area not being an exception) 

Furthemore, when discussing the sociolonguistic aspect and individua! languages, we have to 

take into account that the national average of the literacy rate is only 64.4%, with males- 75.6% and 

females- 54.2%, i.e. largely varying again in rural and urban areas.B3 

Talking from the linguistic perspective, this situation is not simple either. The Indian 

Constitution recognizes 23 official languages while English and HindT are used for official purposes. 

Additionally there are as many as 1652 dialects as well. 

North India can be viewed as a continuum of village dialects. ln addition, there are numerous 

regional dialects that villagers use when e.g. doing business. Since the late 181h century HindT has 

become relatively standardized and was associated with a body of literature. As we have seen, the 

British rule was an impetus for the official codification. Their colonial administrators and missionaries 

learned the regional languages, including HindT, and often studied their literature. Their translations of 

English language materials and the Bible encouraged the development of written, standard language. 

On one hand, teaching materials such as grammar, textbooks etc. were often commissioned 

and, in some cases, were closer to everyday speech than was the standard of literary language. 

On the other hand, industrialization, modernization and printing gave a major boost to the 

vocabulary and standardization of HindT, especially by making possible the wide dissemination of 

dictionaries. However, such written forms often differed widely from spoken vernaculars and village 

dialects. Consequetly, diglossia, i.e. the coexistence of a highly elaborate, formal language alongside 

a more colloquial form of the same tongue naturally occurs in many instances. 

5.1.0. Diglossia 

Diglossia is a term introduced by Charles Ferguson in 1959. "A diglossia exists in a society 

when it has two distinct codes which show a clearly functional separation; that is, one code is 

employed in one set of circumstances and the other in an entirely different set.B4 Moreover, it is 

sometimes a serious violation of social behaviour if codes are used in inappropriate situations. This 

can cause sertain codes to be associated with certain social groups or behaviours and these codes 

inevitably divide themselves into High (HV) and Low (LV) varieties." 

82 Estimated to July 2006, www.cia.ogv/cia/publications/factbooklhtm 

83 ibid 

84 Hamers, J.F. and Blanc, M.H.A. (1989), Bilingiality and Bilingualism, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, page 31. 
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Concerning the sociological point of view, we can generally say that the High Variant 

correpsonds to status, high culture and a strong aspiration upward social mobility, whereas the Low 

variant is more associated with solidarity, comradeship and intimacy by its speakers.ss 

As we have seen (see 1.2.0.), HindT also has these two varieties. 

5.1.1. High Variant 

Firstly suddh Hindi~ i.e. the High Variety, that was artificially created for the needs of Hindi as 

a national language after 1947,drawing its vocabulary mainly from Sanskrit. This variant is typically 

used for delivering sermons, formal lectures, legal and administrative transactions, e.g. in courts of 

law, parliament, for political speeches, radio broadcasting, newspapers, literature etc. 

5.1.2. Low Variant 

Secondly it is ca/i! HindT (Hindustam), i.e. the Low Variety that is used for giving instructions to 

workers in low-prestige occupations, e.g.servants, in casual conversations, with family and social 

groups. The low variety is typically acquired at home as a mother tongue meanwhile the high variety is 

learned later, usually at school. 

5.2.0. Double-nested diglossia 

India being a country of many cultures, languages and various dialects, there is, concerning 

the linguistic point of view, a special type of diglossia, called double-nested diglossia. lt is another 

variations on diglossia as described by Gumperz (1964) of a village situation in India, north of Delhi. 

The HV is Hindi and the LV is cal led Kha/apur. 

Khalapur is spoken by all villagers and is always used in local interactions. Hindi is learned in 

school or by having lived in the cities. Better educated and socially prominent villagers speak Hindi in 

matters relating to commerce and politics (i.e. outside village matters). Furthemore there are two sub

vatieties of Hindi in the village, i.e. conversational and oratorical, the latter containing borrowings from 

Sanskrit and special consonants clusters. lt is used for formal speech situations, e.g. lectures, 

however this variety may have to be eplained in conversational Hindi or Khalapur. 

Then there are also two sub-divisions of Khalapur, i.e. MotT Bo/T(Iiterally "gross speech") used 

in informal communication and Saf Bo/T(Iiterally "clean speech") used with more distant acquaintances 

and to show respect to elders. 

Apart from this, doble-nested diglossia is a clear example of code-switching (see 5.4.1.) 

ss lbid, page 32. 
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5.3.0. Bilingualism in India 

The complex sociolingustic situation is highlighted and closely connected with various types 

of bilingualism. A substantial Indian minority is able to speak two Indian languages, e.g. Hindi and 

Marathl in Bombay, Maharashtra, Hindi and BengaiT in Kolkatta, Bengal etc. 

We have to understand, though, that the connotation does not have to be necessarily the 

bilingualism that we are,most often, used to, i.e. knowledge of two different languages. As we have 

seen above, there is also a special type of bilingualism, i.e. diglossia that determines the peculiarity in 

the Hindi language of the existence of two parallel pairs, the standard and colloquial language. 

Nevertheless, let us now examine another case of bilingualism in its most common sense, i.e. 

knowledge of two different languages, and it will be the case of Hindi-English bilingualism and the 

sociolinguistic position and influence of English as well. 

Bilingualism in India is inextricably linked to social context. lndia's Iang history of foreign rule 

has fostered what Clarence Maloney terms "the linguistic flight of the elite." lt is also estimated that 

only around 3 percent of the population is truly fluent in both English and Hindl.86 However minor this 

number may seem, we have to realize the special position of English in India; it serves as an 

associate official language, a lingua franca among western-educated lndians, it is the language of 

press, magazines, administarion, justice, technology, medicine and science. Apart from these, English 

has contributed to the emergence of new literary styles and the Anglo-lndian literature written by 

lndians for lndians in English. Lastly, throughout the twentieth century, radio, television and internet 

have contributed to the widespread of English words, even into villages. 

5.4.0. Multilingualism, Language Switches and Codes 

As we have seen from the paragraphs above, India with its many languages, dialects and 

varieties is not only a diglotically high and multilingual and billingual country but a country with high 

"codes" potential as well. To understand this problematic from the Indian perspective better, I decided 

to utilise this quotation by Kachru (1983), who has given an apt example how a multilingual speaker in 

Bombay, Northern India might use different codes in his repertoire. He describes an Indian 

businessman living in the suburbs of Bombay. His mother tongue and home language is GujaratTt; in 

the market he uses a familiar variety of Marathl; the state language; at the railwaystation he speaks 

the pan-lndian lingua franca, Hind ustanl; the language of work is Kachl, the code of the spice trade; in 

the evening he will watch a film in Hindi and listen to a cricket/match commentary on the radio in 

English.s7 

86 about 28 million people in 1995, www.wikipedia.com, India 

87 Kachru, Braj, B. ( 1983), The !ndianization Of Eng/ish I The Eng/ish language in India/, Oxford University Press, New 

Delhi, page 150. 
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From this point, I shall be interested in another linguistic aspect of the English influence on 

HindT, i.e. a linguistic device of code-switching and code-mixing. As Kachru (1983) demonstrates these 

two features are, as a matter of fact, two distinct manifestations of language dependency and 

language manipulation. Naturally, in discussing these features, there are two presuppositions; firstly 

that there is a language (dialect) contact, i.e. between Hindi and English and secondly that there are 

functional or pragmatic reasons for the use of code-switching and code-mixing.ss 

5.4.1. Code-switching (CS) 

Code-switching entails the ability to switch from one language (code A) to another (code B). 

The alternation of codes is determined by the function, the situation and the participants. ln other 

words, it refers to categorization of one's verbal repertoire in terms of functions and roles. lt may be 

used as a device to mark, among other things, an identity, an aside, a specific role on one hand or to 

express anger, disapproval, joy or solidarity on the other . 

Moreover, code-switching is a feature at the syntactic level, i.e. it takes place at a sentence 

level where sentences of another language, i.e. code B are inserted while using a language, i.e. code 

A. 

Naturally, CS is typically observed in diglossia-type situations. Thus this feature can be 

observed both within the HindT language itself, e.g. as in case of the double-nested diglossia (5.2.0.) 

where the "switches" mark the situation and the relationship with the participant and between various 

variants of HindT and English as well. 

5.4.2. Code-mixing (CM) 

Code-mixing, on the other hand, entails transferring linguistic units from one code into another, 

i.e. from English to HindT for, my purposes. ln other words, CD is a process whereby a word or a 

phrase of a second language (code B) is used in a syntax of a language (code A). Such a transfer, 

i.e. mixing results in developing a new restricted or not restricted code of linguistic interaction. As 

mentioned above, each language and code has a different function. 

Subsequentially, a multilingual person is generally able to associate a function and an effect 

with a ceratin code, i.e. English. This code-mixed variety thus provide sociolinguistic indicators of 

various types and has a wide range of use such as interactional context from persona! to formal 

discourse, literary texts, newspaper stories and captions, advertising etc. 

The motivations for the use of CM with English can be divided into three categories, i.e. style

identification, register-identification and elucidation and interpretation. 89 

88 lbid, page 200 

89 Kachru, Braj 8.(2005), Asian Englishes Beyond The Canon, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, page 114. 

Furthemore, he suggests another type of division into various ranks lhal form a hierarchy. The morphological ran ks of code

mixing are as follows: 1) Noun-phrase insertion, 2) Verb-phrase insertion, 3) Unit hybridization, 4) Sentence insertion, 5) Idiom 

and collocation insertion and 6) lnflectional attachment and reduplication. 
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5.4.2.1. Style-identification 

This style is used both in interpersonal interaction and literary creativity. 

The Englishization of style is a socially accepted marker of education, class,status, power, modernity 

and so called "Westernization". We can generally claim that the speech of all educated Hindi speakers 

is marked by varying degrees of code-mixing with English, with the language of His Highness, the 

Heir Apparatus, verging on code-switching. The connotation of "eliteness" carried by the variety of 

Hindi mixed with English is, no doubt, a reflection of the status of English as an elite language.9o 

For example: 

tum nahl jan '!1~ he is chairman Mr. Mehta 's best friend yaha do car din ko hi aye ha i. Ma i ne soca, I 

should not miss the opportunity. 

(Vou do not know [him]? He is the best friend of a chairmain Mr. Mehta [and he] has come [to stay] for 

a few days. I was thinking that I should not miss the opportunity [to meet him]) 

ln this case, the Hindi speaker wants to express his erudition, knowledge of the E terms and 

the status as well. 

5.4.2.2. Register-identification 

"sayans sála angrezi ke bina kaise a sakťa hai?"Bt 

This feature can be particularly observed in areas, where Hindi registers of terminologies have 

not been stabilised or have not received general acceptance. Thus the mixing is used as a device for 

elucidation and interpretation, and people use these English terms in order to avoid vagueness and 

ambiguity. A register specific mixing is most likely to be used in areas of technology, science, 

medicine, politics, administration and law, i.e. all the fields where English is the prevalent and 

dominant language. 

This type of CM results in Sanskritization, i.e. the various processes such as the creation of 

neologisms, calques and others so as to avoid the use of English terms at all cost.(see more in 

chapters 2.7.2., 2.7.3., and 2.7.4.) ln stylistic terms it may mark religion and caste. lt has also 

developed registers for philosophy, literary criticism, and religious discourse. ln other contexts, 

Sanskrit lexicalization is considered "pa(JC/If" and thus marks "pedantic style." ln oratoria! style, 

Sanskritization is associated with rightist, revivalist politics e.g. Rá~.frija Svayam Sevak Sangh (RSS). 

The opposite of this, i.e. the stress on retaining the E words in favour of the Sanskrit ones is true of the 

Dravida Kazhagam in Tamil Nadu, South India, which emphasizes desanskritization. 

Consider the following examples: 

9o Kachru, Braj, B. (1983), The lndianization Of Eng/ish I The English language in India/, Oxford University Press, New 

Delhi, page 201 

91 How can you understand science sala [cursed word] without English. 

This sentence was said by a teacher in the classroom, who found it difficult to explain the concept of density only in Hindi. ibid, 

page 200 
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• Technical context : 

kisl ne ctray 'var ka ctray 'ving lay 'sens ch/na, kisl ne rejis.tresan karet kol bek vy u miro kha.t kha.fane 

/aga, kol .frak ka ham bajane /aga, kaT brek dekh ne laga. 

(Somebody snatched his driving licence and registration card away, somebody started to break the 

back view mirror, others started to blow the horn or to brake.) 

• IT technologies - mobiles phones 

As an example of CM from up-to-date India, i.e. summer 2006, I have decided to attach an Airtel 

instruction. As we can see, in comparison with the English original below, most of the HindT sentences 

follows the HindT sentence structure, nevertheless the lexicon is mostly of English origin. lt is also 

necessary to mention that the situation, i.e. CM is the same in every domain applying to computers 

and IT technologies in general. 

SunJat kar na (Getting started) 

Ap ne nae eyara.tel pripecj sim kárej ko istemal karne ke lie apko nae eyara.tel pripecj ricarj kare/ kl avasyak'fa 

peregi. Ap ne nae pripec/ kare/ ko ricarj kar ne ke lie bas nimn 7ikhit asan caraf70f7 ka palan karě. 

(To start using your new Airtel prepaid Sim card, you need a New Airtel Prepaid Recharge card. 

Simply follow the procedure mentioned below to recharge your NA Prepaid Sim card.) 

1. ap ne haincjse.t mě nae sim kare/ ko cja!kar, use svic an karě 

(lnsert your New Airtel Prepaid Sim card into your handset and switch it on.) 

2. ap ke haincjse.t skrin par ale nae ayara.tel ne.f'vark kocj dikhaT parega. 

(Airtel network code appears on the handset screen.) 

3. 16 arikó vale nambar ko dekh ne ke lie ricarj kare/ ke pTche di si/var pa.t.tr ko dhTre-dhTre kharocě. 

(Gently scratch the silver panel on the reverse of the recharge card to see a 16 digit number.) 

4. 123 par kal kare aur ap nT prathamik bha$a cuně. 

(Call 123 and chaose your preferred language.) 

5. vayas nirdesó ka palan kare aur nivedan par ap na 16 ankó va/a ricarj nambar e17.tar karě. 

(Follow the voice announcement and enter the 16-digit recharge number, when requested.) 

6. ap ka naya prTpec/ akau17.t ap ne ap hT kaling vailyu raši se ricarj hi jaega, aur ap ka nar bakaya rasi evam 

vaidh 'fa avadhi ke bare mé sucit kar diya jaega. 

(Your New Airtel Prepaid account will be automatically recharged by the calling value amount, and your new 

balance and validity displayed to you.) 

5.4.2.3. Elucidation and interpretation 

This applies to using specialised vocabulary or technical concepts when after using the term in 

HindT, a close equivalent in English is used to elucidate the term. lt is like providing a translation 

equivalent. 

Compare: 

Yah garl havakulit hai matlab vah ear-ka!JcfisafJcf hai (This tra in is air-conditioned (Hindi word), I mean 

it is air-conditioned.(English word) 
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From the morphological and syntactical point of view, we can generally observe that all the 

three aspects of CM share one common feature, i.e. the sentences and grammatical structures are 

that of Hindi, however all the nouns and the lexical part in general have been substituted by the 

English word, thus only Hindi postpositions and basic verbs such as kar'na or dena remain. 

5.5.0. Hinglish 

ln India, where English is a lingua franca of educated people whose first language is a 

language ether than English but who are also practically fluent in English often employ CS and CM by 

inserting English words, phrases or sentences into their conversations. This has given rise to a dialect 

jokingly referred to as Hinglish, which is a mixture of Hindi and English. This highly popular mixing of 

both the languages is typical for most parts of northern and central India and a prevalent style among 

urban elites. Neverthelesss, due to the massive influence of Bollywood films (where this dialect is a 

prevalent style), Hinglish has reached the audience in towns and villages and is not therefore 

restricted to urban elites any more. ln fact, close examination reveals that in normal conversations, an 

average sentence spoken by an Indian, even if said to be in an Indian language, invariably contains 

words from both English and the relevant Indian language, i.e. Hindi. Consequently, many speakers 

do not even realize that they are incorporating English words, sentences or phrases into Hindi 

sentences. 

5.5.1. Hinglish in Bollywood films 

Bollywood is the informal name given to the popular Mumbai-based Hindi language film 

industry in India. lt is the largest producer in the world in terms of the number of films produced and 

tickets sold. Bollywood is also commonly referred to as Hindi cinema, even though use of poetic UrdO 

words is fairly common. Furthemore, with a growing presence of English, the film songs and dialogues 

feature dialogues with English words, phrases and even whole sentences which has resulted in a 

wide spread of Hinglish.92 Therefore, nowadays Hinglish is not only seen in urban and semi-urban 

centers of population, but is rapidly spreading its root into rural and remote areas via these films, 

television and word of mouth, slowly achieving vernacular status. 

92 lt is an interesting though little known fact that unlike the narration of a Bollywood script, which is in Hindi or Hinglish, many 

contemporary screenwriters first write their scripts in English. The specifics of a screenplay such as location, time of day, scene 

descriptions, and camera movement are nowadays always in English and only then given to specialists whon translate some 

parts into Hindi. Therefore the result is a great proportion and occurrence of English words, sentences etc (Hinglish). 

For more information on Hinglish in Bollywood films, see http:// www.lehigh.edu.html. 
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Let us demonstrate Hinglish in Bollywood fims, i.e. CM and CS, with a dialogue between a 

father and a son and a film song. 

• For examle (code-mixing): 

cject, taym kya hua hai? (Dad, what is the time?) 

no baje (nine o'clock) 

o maygar;f, no baje? mujh 'ko Jana hai. rayt na (Ohmy God, nine o'clock? I have to go, right now) 

phir milege . .tek ker. (See you later, take care) 

• For example (code-switching) 

ln this song called Tera mera pyar sanam (Your and My Love) we can see, that the first paragraph is 

sung only in English and then in the second paragraph there is a switch to Hindi. This, again, is fairly 

common in all Bollywood films. 

yor Ia vis layk e s_tar, say ning in may har.t (your love i s li ke a s tar, shining in my heart) 

lay'ting ap may lajf, it is tnJ giral (lighting up my life, iťs true girl) 

ne var fe(t .fhis ve befor(never felt this way before) 

ay kJp won.tíng ft morend mor(l keep wanting it more and more) 

vo.t vucj ay bivícjaut ytJ garl(what would I be without you girl) 

meri sanso se tere pyar ki khus 'bu ayi (Your love has fil led my breath) 

tere ane se mere di/ par níkhar a jaye (My heart has filled up with loveliness) 

di/ ko tune jo chua (Since the moment you touched my heart) 

aisa mah 'stJs hua (I have been feeling this way) 

jaíse seh 'ra me bhi bhtJI se ghata echa jaye (as if a cloud has spread over my wedding garland) 

tera, mera pyar sanam, vada haí kabhi ho na kam (Your and my love, let it be not less than a 

promise) 

ban ke dhaďkan tu merijanam base díl maT mere (May you stick in my memory/heart a s a heartbeat) 

Lastly, it is important to realize that the huge impact of Bollywood films and Hinglish is not on ly 

limited to India and the Indian subcontinent but reaches as far as Southeast Asia, the Middle East, 

Africa and particularly to the UK, Canada and the US where Bollywood has its largest diasporic 

audiences due to large immigrant populations. 
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5.5.2. Indian communities in the world 

/A case of code-switching and code-mixing dueto Bollywood films/ 

Outside India, the Indian population number about 4 million in the Middle East, about 3 million 

in South East Asia, about 1 million in South America and the Carribean, followed by about 2,5 million 

in Africa, about 2,5 million in Europe, about 3,5 million in North America and lastly about 0,5 million in 

Oceania. 93 

Most of these lndians watch Bollywood films, hear Hinglish and they themselves use more or 

less es and CM for a number of reasons. lt is commonly used when a person living in a different 

country to the language, which they usually speak, finds that they have no relevant translation of a 

word, expression or concept created in the country which they are now living. On the ether hand, a 

person from a different culture to the one in which they are living may find it necessary to switch back 

to their mother tongue in order to explain something which has no linguistic equivalent in the 

environment tongue. ln this sense es and CM is inevitable.94 Alternatively, es is also used in order to 

help an ethnic minority community retain a sense of cultural identity. ln much the same way that slang 

is used to give a group of people a sense of identity and belonging, and to differentiate themselves 

from society at large. 

5.5.3. English as a source of slang and jargon 

English has also influenced and contributed to Hindi by using various slang expressions (as 

already shown in 2.5.5.6.3., 2.5.5.6.4., 2.5.5.6.5.) when e.g. E nicknames, swear words or words of 

approval are being used as an active part of the Hindi vocabulary. 

Furthermore, English has contributed to and influenced Hindi in terms of various jargons. 

Jargon is a terminology, much like slang, that refers to a specific activity, profession or group. 

An interesting feature, not only restricetd to the Hindi-speaking areas is the usage of English as a 

source of jargon of Indian taxi drivers in general. 

An example from a real situation recounted by an Indian writer Vishnu Kare during his stay in 

Prague in 1972 when one of his friends, a foreigner, told a taxi driver in suddh Hindi: "sighr ca/o, 

mujhe sil hai'!"(Drive quickly, I am cold). Nevertheless, the taxi driver did not seem to understand, so 

the foreigner shouted angrily: "Go quickly, I am cold!"and the taxi driver answered with relief: "Why 

didn 't you say it directly in Hindi?" 95 

93 For individua! states see www.wikipedia.com - Non Resident lndian/numbers. These numbers, of course do not Iake into 

acoount lndians living abroad illegaly. Thus they must be taken only approximately. 

94 An interesting and an up-to-date study case has been published by S. AI-Azam, who researched and examied, among others, 

the sociolingusitic differences (CS and CM) between the first and the second generation of the Indian BengaiT community living 

in Manchester, Great Britain. lnterestingly, he discovered that both generations use code-switching very frequently bul 

completely in the opposite order, i.e. the first generation uses English words in BengaiT sentences meanwhile the second 

generation uses BengaiT words in English sentences. On the syntactic level, i.e. code-switching, the first generation uses 

English clauses ar sentences while using Bengali, whereas the second generation use BengaiT sentences in their English 

expressions. For more information on this matter, see: AI-Azam, 8.(2006), Linguistic Manipulations in the Bengafi Language 

by the Bang/adeshis in Manchester, SACS, Vo1.1., No.1, pages 53-59 

9s See Vacek, J. a Preinhaelterová H. úvod do studia indických jazyků /!., Univerzita Karlova v Praze, page 124 
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5.6.0. Hindi and the position of English according to the Indian Constitution 

"Unity in diversity is our STRENHGT'96 

As we have seen from the above paragraphs, the position of Hindi and English in India is very 

complex. The situation is not easier or clearer as stated in the Indian constitution either. 

The Indian Constitution (1950) granted English the status of an associate official language to be used 

in this capacity until the 26th January 1965 (article 351 ), while Hindi was accepted as the official 

language of the Union, i.e. a national tongue (Article 343). As drafted, the constitution provided that 

Hindi and English were to be the languages of communication for the centra! government until 1965, 

when the switch to Hindi was mandated. 

The Official Languages Act of 1963, pursuing this mandate, said that Hindi would become the 

sole official national language in 1965. English, however, would continue as an "associate additional 

officiallanguage." After ten years, a parliamentary committee was to consider 

the situation and whether the status of English should continue if the knowledge of Hindi among 

people of other native languages had not progressed sufficiently. The act, however, was ambiguous 

about whether Hindi could be imposed on unwilling states by 1975. ln 1964 the Ministry of Home 

Affairs requested all centra! ministries to state their progress on the switch to Hindi and their plans for 

the period after the transition date in 1965. The news of this directive led to massive riots and self

immolations in Tamil Nadu in late 1964 and early 1965 with slogans such as "English ever, Hindi 

never", leading the centra! government, then run by the Congress to back away from its stand. A 

conference of Congress leaders, cabinet ministers, and chief ministers of all the states was held in 

New Delhi in June 1965. Non-Hindl-speaking states were assured that Hindi would not be imposed as 

the sole language of communication between the centra! government and the states as Iang as even 

one state objected. Consequently, in 1967 the Officiallangauge amendment bili was passed, giving a 

statutory recognition to the continued use of English as Iang as the non-Hindl regional governments 

did not want a change. 

Except for this, there has also been the so-called three language formula at schools since 

1957 that includes a study of one·s mother tongue, Hindi and English. (i.e. in Tamil Nadu Tamil, Hindi 

and English, in Maharashtra Marathl, Hindi and English etc.) Nevertheless, especially in Tamil Nadu 

where an unanimnous preference is given to English rather than Hindi- this formula is completely aut 

of touch with reality. 

We can generally conclude that to fulfill its purposes, i.e. for Hindi to be really the official 

language of India, it must not only be standardized, thereby encroaching both on its own dialects and 

minority languages, but also taught to a higher percentage of the population,(not only "in theory" 

according to various Bills). 

96 An inscription written on a cover of an Indian exercise book for students that I bought in Agra, India. I have chosen this 

"motto" as it , in my opinion, gives aptly a true picture of the Indian sociolingustic situation, the Constitution and Indian language 

policy as well. 
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Hindí would need to become the language of instruction and administration, affect the 

economic and career interests and the self-respect of an ever-greater proportion of the population all 

of which are, so far, the domains of the English language. 

5.6.1. The domains of English 

As we have seen, the first reason why lndians give such an importance to English is related to 

the historical fact that India was a British colony. Furthermore, the domain of English are defined by 

the Indian Constitution which assigns English the status of an associate official anguage. 

According to Platt ( 1984) the Official Language is generally u sed for government 

administration and the Higher Courts of Law, in the media and as one of the languages of education, 

at least of secondary and higher education on a nation wide basis.97 These are the domains of the 

most important language of India, in addition to the most read and written language in India. Besides, 

English symbolizes in the Indian mind better education, better culture and higher intellect and thus 

serves as the communicator among lndians who speak different languages (i.e. a lingua franca). lt is 

also favoured due to its "neutrality" in many interactional contexts such as colloquial language, slang, 

nicknames, approval,words and phrases describing relationships, love, sex etc (as already shown and 

described in paragraphs from 2.5.5.6. to 2.5.5.6.5.) . 

On the other hand, it is also true that especially in North India, Hindí and English have come 

to play complementary/supplementary roles in the socio-economic context, e.g. English that is not a 

language of agriculture in India, is the medium of instruction in the agricultural universities because all 

modern knowledge on agriculture is in English. English, which is not the language of day-to-day 

business in the market place, is the language of business management courses in the universities 

because it is the language of international business etc. Nevertheless, this division shows again the 

absence of language planning and political will in implementation and lack of co-ordination among 

Central Government, State Governments, universities etc. These are the factors and obstacles that 

prevent Hindífrom being a truly officiallanguage (asI have also mentioned at the end of 5.6.0.). 

97 Plat!, J., Weber, H., Ho, M.L. (1984) The New Englishes, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, page 19 
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5.6.2. The attitudes toward English 

Lastly, when speaking of English and iťs influence in North India, it is interesting to observe 

the atttitudes towards English. We can say that there are, in general, three basic attitudes shared by 

all lndians toward the English language, usage and its lexicon as well. Firstly, reverence, i.e. those 

people who consider English a gift to India, secondly abhorence, i.e. English as a symbol of eternal 

slavery and thirdly the "middle path" of the practical attitude toward the use and knowledge of English. 

The best metaphor for the first attitude, i.e. the reverence toward the English language in 

India, would be that of Nagarajan (1978), who compared this situation with a cow. Both the cow and 

the English language are held in reverence and worshipped, though for different reasons and with 

different expectations of a reward. Cow-worship is practiced according to their ancient sculptures and 

is believed to bring them, in the distant future, the infinite riches of the para/oka, the unseen other 

world, while the "worship" of English is expected to bring the devotee the wealth of this world ítíloka, 

the here and now - a promising carreer, a prosperous bride/groom, a coveted green card and a Non

Resident Indian status.98 

Unlike those who regard English and the education in English in India and its usage and 

loanwords as a "gift to India", there are also others who regard English as a symbol of the eternal 

slavery and degradations which has hindered national and cultural identity. lt would be among these 

people, that we could find various "purists" who have been trying to substitute all the English loan 

words by Sanskrit ones, thus creating the artificial style of suddh Hindi. 

lnterestingly, within this second group, there is also a group of intellectuals and writers who 

are so "loyal" to Indian languages that they criticize lndians writing in English but surprisingly (and 

ironically) their criticism is voiced in English and they even write themselves in English because of the 

market potential. 

And lastly, somewhere in between these two intertwined attitudes, there is a third group of 

people who pragmatically view English as a "window to the world", and the English education as 

providing to lndians the intellectual and conceptual ability. The roots of this attitude can be traced to 

Raja Rammohan Roy (1772 - 1833), the founder of one of the first socio-religious reform movements 

called Brahmo Samaj. ln Roy's opinion, English provided lndians with the key to all knowledge and 

was the best medium for Indian education as well. 

98 Krishnaswami, N. and Burde, S. A. (2004), The Politics of /ndians · English /Linguistic Colonialism and the Expanding English 

Empíre/, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, page 1. 
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5.7.0. Conclusion 

The sociolinguistic situation in the HindT speaking area is very complex. Firstly, due to the 

number of dialects of HindT, North India is a highly diglottic area, where, as we have seen, there is a 

big difference between the High Variant and the Low Variant of HindT, i.e. between suddh HindT and 

HindustánT, between the language of people living in cities and people living in villages. 

Secondly, the complex sociolingustic situation in North India is highlighted and closely 

connected with various types of bilingualism. One of these, i.e. the use and influence of the English 

language has resulted in various codes. These codes, i.e. code-switching and code-mixing usually 

fulfill complementary functions and are used differently according to the interlocutor, domain, topíc and 

role. Furthermore, the insertion of English words, phrases or sentences into conversations has given 

rise to a dialect called Hinglish, i.e. a mixture of HindT and English. Besides, English is also used as a 

source of various slang expressions and particularly in jargons. 

And lastly, English, being the associate official language of India, is particularly dominant and 

more important than Hindi in domains such as government administration, the Higher Courts of Law, in 

print, in medias and in secondary and university education. 
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6. SUMMARY 

HindT and English language- two langauge gigants in the world. The first one being spoken by 

about 600 million people99 and the latter, nowadays, the most imporant and international language. 

As we have seen, English from its very first contact with North India in the 17th century has 

been influencing HindT for more than three hundred years. From the very beginnings, when the first 

English loan words were borrowed, thus creating another source of the HindT lexicon, apart from 

already existing words of vernacular, Sanskrit, Arabic and Persian origin. The semantic range of the 

loan words differed according to the time period they were borrowed, i.e. firstly the word for unknown 

objects to words for the !atest technological inventions in the 20th century. 

Furthermore, once the English words were borrowed, they have also undegone various 

phonological changes and adaptations, concerning the pronunciation and word stress. 

Naturally, when the English loans became established, some of them have undergone various 

changes of meaning in comparison with the original English meaning. Most of the words were also 

incorporated from the morphological point of view, i.e. in case of nouns, they were assigned gender 

and number in order to be able to decline them. Besides, English and its standard and usage is aslo 

responsible for various linguistic processes in HindT, such as calque and neologism formations. 

English has also influenced HindT on the syntactical level, changing its original word order, 

using the punctuation marks, impersonal constructions, passive voice and indirect speech. 

And lastly, the greatest impact of English upon HindT can be observed on the sociolingustic 

Ieve! where English has been responsible for various sociolinguistic features such as code-switching 

and code-mixing. English is not only an important source of slang words and jargons butan important 

language in terms of bilingualism as well. 

The domains of English, in comparison with HindT, are clear from its status given by the Indian 

Constitution, as the associate official language, thus prevailing in the domains such as government, 

administration, school, law, medicine, technology etc. 

Last but not least it is also a well known fact that popularity of a language depends 

on the social prestige and social status. Considering the fact that English serves as a lingua 

franca among educated lndians, it is more thatn obvious that in modern North India English,and 

not Hindi, is the language of social status and power. 

99 Spoken by 333 million native speakers, by 300 million lndians as their second language and by other 8 million speakers 

outside India. http://www2.ignatus.edu/faculty/turner/languages.htm 
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A list of abbreviations 

All the abbreviations used in my thesis are listed in the alphabetical order. They are not listed 

in succession as they were mentioned in each chapter of my work. 

abbreviation meaning 

A Arabic 

AD anno Domini 

adj. adjective 

adv. adverb 

BC before Christ 

CM code-mixing (sociolinguistics) 

es code-switching (sociolinguistics) 

E English 

e.g. for example 

EIC The East India Company 

ESBS Educated Southern British English 

H Hindí 

HPNU Hybrid Polylexical Naming Units 

HV High Variety (concerning diglossia) 

HCS Hybrid Coordinate Syntagmas 

ibid ibidem 

i.e. that is 

KhB Khafl BalT ( a dialect that is the origin of both Hindí and UrdO 

LV Low Variety (concerning diglossia) 

n noun 

OED The Oxford English Dictionary 

pl. plural number 

p Persian 

Por. Portuguese 

RP Received Pronunciation 

RSS Ra~trTya Svayam Sevak Sarigh 

s Sanskrit 

sg. singular number 

v verb 

VNE Verbal-nominal Expressions 
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